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Make the Most of the Place You have Earned
By Aton (Christ Michael)
# 41 Feb 27, 2008

from www.wisdomoftherays.com
Make The Most Of The Place You Have Earned
2/17/08 - Aton, The One Light
Good evening, my scribe, my son. Thank you for hearing my call and responding. It is I,
Aton, The One Light, Creator of this Universe—and of you! Be at peace in my Light and
know that all is unfolding as it should. You are witnessing the final days of struggle as the
Dark Ones attempt to preserve the old ways despite a Great Incoming Tide of new ways,
my ways, that shall continue to wash over, cleanse, and renew all who will remain a part of
the great Earth entity’s experience.
I am here with you to speak of that which is of the single most importance to your spiritual
progress at this critical time. Thank you, my scribe, for weathering so many tests of the
Adversary. Know that these tests can strengthen those who are ―fortunate‖ enough to
receive such special attention. After all, that is what you ones have chosen to come into
this physical world to experience: challenges of sufficient magnitude to truly test your
spiritual progress. And there is no finer Teacher for such lessons than the Adversary and
his devoted staff of Dark Energies!
Many who came into the physical Earth experience at this special time, with all good
intentions of following a Lighted path (their unique Lighted path, as chosen by them before
incarnation), have been derailed to varying extents by the Adversary’s masterful tricks.
These ones now must deal not only with a nagging inner awareness of this misalignment
with their true purpose, but also with the growing emotional pressures that such a condition
generates.
Such an off-course situation is as much a valid and important learning experience as is
what would be experienced if one remains on-course. The main difference for the offcourse experience is the extra emotional effort required to override the nagging feeling that
something is not quite right, that one is going through empty motions of existence devoid of
the joyful feelings of inner satisfaction that come from following one’s originally intended
path of Lighted service.
As ever-higher-frequency energies continue to be directed to and envelope your planetary
environs, you will find that those ones pursuing spiritually empty lives will grow more and
more restless and perhaps quite disoriented. Meanwhile, those of you who have found true
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spiritual satisfaction, who have managed to rise above the Adversary’s many tricks of
material distraction, will find that life takes on a certain easy flow. Your wise Hopi brethren
have symbolically described this as a condition of floating-in and flowing-along-with the
current in the stream (of Life).
How do you get back on-track if you feel you are lost or off-track? The first step is to be
honest enough with yourself to realize and face up to the possibility that you may have
gotten derailed. This is certainly nothing to feel ashamed or angry about. Remember: the
Adversary is a master teacher in his own realm and you have specifically chosen (through
Earth incarnation) to experience such rigorous testing. Simply appreciate that recognized
―mistakes‖ act as guideposts on your quest of spiritual growth and are thus to be valued for
the gifts that they truly are.
Once you can honestly recognize and really value a so-called ―mistake‖ or condition of
being off-course from your originally chosen Lighted path (rather than obstinately or blindly
persisting down the spiritually unfulfilling road you’ve gotten onto for whatever reasons),
then the fix-it step is as easy to embark upon as simply and sincerely asking for help from
your personal Guides and any from the Higher Lighted Realms with whom you may feel a
particular affinity.
If the gap between where you are right now and where you truly want to be feels like a
particularly vast or ―impossible‖ leap, and perhaps you don’t even know where to begin,
then by all means please call upon Archangel Michael for his unique kind of support
energy. Often it is you ones who may have been driven the most off-course, who have
been the recipient of the Adversary’s ―very special attentions‖ due to the threat your
particular Lighted path (contribution of service) represents to his plans for your world! So
DON’T beat yourself up over where you may have gotten derailed to, but by all means DO
honestly recognize your situation and ask for Help to get back on a course that offers you
the quality of true spiritual joy you are presently missing and surely hungering for.
Perhaps the most difficult challenge, after the process of asking for Help, is then
LISTENING for (recognizing) the reply, and then GATHERING THE COURAGE to carry
out the Guidance offered to you. This is most certainly where the Adversary will once again
provide you with ―very special attention‖—as you effort to break free from possibly many
years of exquisitely crafted Dark control. All your personal ―buttons‖ of fears,
embarrassments, material desires, distractions, and the like, will be pushed in an attempt
to keep you from rising back up to a path of Lighted service. (Note that this is likely where
you will once again be facing the very same challenges that dropped you off your Lighted
path in the first place.) So be even more persistent in your efforts.
Know that each of you, infused with a unique Spark of my Light, have literally NO
limitations to what you MAY accomplish—except as you see fit to so limit yourself through
your own free-will choosing. This is a time of tremendous challenge and growth for ALL
ones (both on and off planet) associated with the current ascension process of Mother
Earth. You have earned your place in this grand experience. Why not make the most of it?
I am Aton, The One Light, Creator of this Universe—and of you! Please consider my words
carefully and take-in that which has meaning and value to you. Be at peace in my Light.
And may such shine forth, in its own unique way, through YOU! Salu.
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Higher Frequency Equals Greater Opportunities
By Serapis Bey
# 42 Mar 9, 2008

10/31/98 - Serapis Bey
Greetings, old friend! It is I, Serapis Bey, Master Teacher of the Fourth (crystal clear)
Aspect of Creator’s spectral expression. I represent the fulcrum or balance point between
the first three and the last three Aspects whom you ones commonly refer to as the
Ascended Masters.
I prefer the direct approach to communicating my Messages, and therefore I am less
―colorful‖ than are some of my compatriots. Please do not be disturbed if my bluntness
comes across too strongly.
Your world has entered the Cleansing Phase of the Great Transition. This is a
purification of sorts which will ensure that the like-minded, high-frequency beings of
proper attunement and preparation will evolve as caretakers, along with your
planetary orb Earth-Shan.
The evolving conditions of frequency increase will not be suitable for low-frequency energy
systems. Many of you are finding that inner stress is building at an ever increasing rate,
and those ―minor‖ annoyances that caused subtle irritation even a year ago will likely make
you physically ill in a very short time this day.
The ever increasing frequency of the Earth-Shan planetary system is causing many a
―rational‖ person to do quite ―insane‖ acts. There are, indeed, many reasons for this, not
the least of which is the susceptibility of the physical body to damaging man-made
electromagnetic pulse-wave frequencies, deliberate biological attacks, and various mindcontrol media propaganda. All of these are designed to place and keep ones in a lowenergy, low-frequency state.
―How‖—you may be asking—―can I keep my frequency and energy level up?‖
First and foremost is to catch yourself as soon as possible when you notice that you are
feeling stress, frustration, anger, or any sort of negative feelings, and realize that you do
NOT have to be in that low-frequency state. Also, appreciate that these same lowfrequency feeling-indicators serve you as a very sophisticated (yet simple to utilize) biofeedback mechanism.
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Recognize that these low-frequency states disconnect you from the Infinite Creative
Source, and that there is rarely (if ever) a truly productive thought or idea to be had
while in such a state.
As you move out of the anger, frustration, or apathy, and into a higher-frequency range,
you will begin to open up again the energy-flow pathway (the natural position is wide open)
and thus create a condition of greater potential for receiving inspirational ideas and
thoughts.
Grief-stricken persons will usually walk around in a semi-conscious state, not fully aware of
what they are doing. Why? Because this state is such a complete polar opposite to that of
the Higher Self (the Soul-you). One will become almost completely disconnected from
Source due to the effects of such a low vibrational frequency.
Severe depression can also result in death or near-death conditions of the body-vehicle as
a result of this nearly constant disconnect (lack of Life Force) resulting from that lowfrequency state.
The non-physical aspect of you (the real you, your Higher Self, not the “outer
covering”) knows that there is nothing truly bad or negative which warrants
lingering in such a low-frequency vibration.
As your frequency lowers, the physical you become more and more irrational, desperate,
and disconnected from Source. Usually this state will cause a rapid downward spiral of
impacting negativity (as you attract more of the same). If that negative state becomes
chronic, the physical you can become seriously ill (especially cancers and heart troubles)
and you can eventually cause a complete disconnect of your Higher Self’s Life-Force
Energy from the body—resulting in death of the body.
We in the non-physical realms witness many a potential Ground Crew member sliding into
these lower-frequency ranges. This is most often due to the dwelling upon feelings of
frustration and/or apprehension. Many of you will lapse into these lower-vibrational
frequencies in a subtle manner on a regular basis. The regularity begins to breed comfort
through familiarity, and then you ones will often begin to look for justifications for anger,
frustration, or grief.
You can justify this situation as much as you like, however the facts remain that you
become disconnected from Source, and thus BY CHOICE you move away from the natural
high-frequency state of your true (Higher) self. The result is inner pain and needless
suffering.
These kinds of downward-spiraling habits—when you insist upon holding onto their
“comfort”—will only serve to leave you behind and disable you as a viable
participant in the unfolding growth opportunity available in the coming years.
There is no need to justify your anger, guilt, or frustrations! Do you hear ones trying to
defend their joy and justify their happiness? Not too often—and if you do, it is because they
are feeling guilty about something else that happened in their earlier experiences.
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Your natural state is one of happiness and joy, for you are all born of that common
vibration.
THE CREATIVE PROCESS IS OF THE HIGHEST FREQUENCIES. THUS YOU WERE
ALL CREATED IN THIS PURE, HIGH-FREQUENCY STATE OF DESIRE.
This leaves an imprint, a ―genetic‖-type of signature that in essence IS you!
From a high-frequency state you CANNOT feel depressed or upset. Yet most of you find
yourselves all too often in these lower emotional states of doubt and worry and such. Why
is this?
Again we get right back to very fundamental spiritual concepts: YOU have allowed yourself
to slip into these lower emotional states, and then you will generally deny (to yourself and
to others) that YOU had anything to do with it. It ―just happened‖.
NOTHING ―just happens‖! There is reason for all that happens and for all that is.
Self discipline is the key to recognizing and understanding how it is that YOU got yourself
to where you are this day.
If you are continually happy and excited about life and living, then this is because
you have learned to stay connected to Source despite the conditions and vibrations
of others. You will also be the ones who will still be able to function quite nicely as
the planet and all of her many inhabitants go through the Transformation. You will
be the ones who will rebuild and bring forth the ideals of “Heaven” and manifest
them, in the physical, on Earth.
Among other challenges of this Great Planetary Transformation, there will be traumatic
events which will cause many an ―innocent‖ person to die (leave the physical). You will
need to be firmly grounded in your spiritual understanding that this dying is merely the
stoppage of functioning of the physical apparatus—and not the end of the Soul being.
This situation is much like when you get out of your car (vehicle) and shut off the motor. It
will stop functioning and just sit there, still and non-moving. But the vehicle is not you!
If you neglect (stay away from) the vehicle for too long, the battery will drain, the tires will
rot, rust will seize the engine, and eventually the car will never work again.
So what. You can always go and get into another new car and drive it around for awhile.
Just don’t get too attached to that ―car‖—again, because it is not you!
The point here is that you who appreciate these Messages will need to draw upon
your understanding of the Natural Laws of the Universe. Through such Inner
Knowing you will be able to maintain your certainty that, though some of these
coming experiences may be uncomfortable, each souled being had an opportunity
to play a unique high-frequency role in this growth and evolution event. Only those
who where disciplined enough to see the value of keeping in a high-frequency state
will be around after the completion of the cycle.
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Learn to be able to observe severe (low-frequency) conditions without matching
your frequency with the condition. This is not an easy task, for most of you are far more
empathic than you realize.
If you see a small child being yelled at in a public place, most of you would sooner get
upset for the ―poor‖ child, who you may view as a victim of ―bad‖ parents. Would it not be
more productive (to you, and eventually to the child) if, when you view such an incident,
you simply send an uplifting thought (prayer) toward both the parents and the child, that
they might both grow in understanding of who they are and why they have chosen one
another for their current challenges?
This kind of action is being IN the world, but NOT becoming a part of the lowfrequency aspect of the world that only serves to disconnect you from Source. You
each came forth wanting to be a high-frequency, high-energy uplifter, and to create a highfrequency environment, and show others how to do same.
You can only do this if you, yourself, are able to consistently maintain a high-frequency
state. You then attract others (resources) into your experience who radiate the same highfrequency state, and then there will be the necessary momentum generated to bring forth
and manifest this desire.
The bottom line is: Recognize the true Nature and Potential of your being, and bring
this high-frequency aspect out in all situations, despite the apparent negativity of a
situation. In doing so, you become the Light in the darkness, the calm amidst the
confusion, and the one who will afford others a greater opportunity to grow.
You are all the product of Creator’s perfection! Feel, understand, and KNOW this!
I am Serapis Bey. I come as Teacher, Guide, and Friend to all who desire to have same. I
am born of the Light and I come as Representative of the Fourth Aspect of Creator God’s
spectral expression. It is my nature to be direct and to-the-point in my teaching, so that
ones can more easily appreciate the beauty and simplicity of Creator’s Lighted Thought.
Salu!
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Message from the Hopi, People of Peace
By Hopi Elders
# 43 Apr 6, 2008

5/1/03 - Hopi Elders
[Editor’s Note: The following message is from the www.newconnexion.net website and is
shared here because it was mentioned in the 5/4/03 and 6/1/03 messages.]
You have been telling people that this is the Eleventh Hour; now you must go back and tell
them that this is The Hour.
And there are things to be considered:
Where are you living? What are you doing?
What are your relationships? Are you in right relation?
Where is your water? Know your garden.
It is time to speak your Truth. Create your community.
Be good to each other. And do not look outside yourself for the leader.
This could be a good time!
There is a river flowing now very fast. It is so great and so swift that there are those
who will be afraid. They will try to hold onto the shore. They will feel they are being
torn apart, and they will suffer greatly.
Know the river has its destination. The Elders say we must let go of the shore, push
off into the middle of the river, keep our eyes open and our heads above water. See
who is in there with you and celebrate.
At this time in history, we are to take nothing personally—least of all, ourselves. For
the moment that we do, our spiritual growth and journey comes to a halt.
The time of the lone wolf is over. Gather yourselves!
Banish the word ―struggle‖ from your attitude and your vocabulary. All that we do now must
be done in a sacred manner and in celebration.
We are the ones we have been waiting for.
— The Elders of the Hopi Nation (Oraibi, Arizona)
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Candace: I bolded the middle part of this piece. This is the time of the big let go. That
means letting go of everything dragging you back. This means when you dwell on old stuff,
to finally let it go to, for it does not serve to spend time on your errors and other less than
pleasurable experiences. Time to stop going round and round with friends and relatives
over old stuff and t ime to live the new life, with or without them. Much "karma' is being
forgiven at this time, and you are the one who has to forgive it!!!!!!! It's a lesson learned,
move foreward, not backwards. Drop the fear and jump in and swim!!!!!
You probably are feeling like this world is falling away behind you! Bless it and let it go. I
even now still sometimes find myself battling over past "stuff" and remind myself to let it
go, because when I am there, I am not working at something new. Dark side will still come
around you in these times and try to draw you back into negativity. Uncreate the little
gremlins that come around. Examine your aura once a day, or whenever you feel a bit
down, and cleanse of these ones, and bright the colors and expand it. Doing so is a great
lift for any blues. You can feel your own blocked energy areas. Get the energy flow going
again.

Get stuff that is important handled and done. I was allowed myself recently to be dragged
down once in a while over getting a tax return done for a friend who talked me into doing it
one last year, because of a diffficult tax situation. I did it, but I kept putting if off, because I
just don't like working to help the beast. Of course, I can talk around that because the man
would have had to choose a new tax person, and spend a lot more money and perhaps not
get as good a job for his circumstances, so this is light work I am doing. But I dislike it, I
was wishing I had made another decision, yet this was the right one for this year. I am so
much more relaxed this weekend, because its done and gone! Get the stuff you have
avoided that can't be avoided out of your hair! Take care, Candace
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The Time Table
By Sananda thru Sister Thedra
# 44 Apr 16, 2008

From the newsletters "A Call To Arms"
Recorded by Sister Thedra (1900-1992)
Source; The Association of Sananda and Sanat Kumara

THE TIME TABLE
3x3+9=18 years
(given by Sananda in the summer of 1989).

Sori Sori: By the calculation of man, he hast but 3 times three plus 9 years to
prepare himself for the ultimate change, in which there is no turning back or
reversing all that he has set in motion. This is the day of redemption, this is what
has been foretold in the ancient records. The Lord, thy God of Truth and Light, hast
given of himself, that there be a plan which is now come to its maturity, the fulfilling
of the word, the promise made 2000 years ago. It is now written in the heavens that
mankind shall awaken unto his true estate, arise from his slumbers, and return to its
Source.
I am come that all might know that which is fortuned unto man of Earth through his
own wanton and willfulness. He hast gone so far that peace will be unreasonable,
unheard of...as he hast not reckoned with the Law. Therefore man, as the wanton
ones, shall be moved into another corner, wherein he shall have time necessary to
prepare himself for a new part wherein he may find surcease, rest and repose, from
war and bloodshed. He shall atone for his willful ways...cleanse himself and
atone...and come with clean hands and pure heart. Then we of the great and mighty
Christ Council shall take note of him.
It is the way of the dark robed brothers to give their time and strength in hatred one
for the other, in a death struggle...in Mine name? Nay! What blasphemy! Ne'er do
they say in the name of mine adversary I do these abominable things. They, the
ones that call themself Christian are worse than the "pagan" for they blaspheme
against the holy spirit, and darkness shall follow them unto the end. This I would
have them to know, for it is the Law "As ye sow so shall ye reap".
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Was it not said of olden time? Hast it not been repeated? Many which are warring
against each other this day are repeating that which they did in years past...yea in
ages past. When they put aside the garment of flesh they are of the same humor or
nature...yet they find no peace, no rest. Now it is given unto these to return...to
return again and again until they have resolved their hatred and unholy nature.
While there are ones which have come from afar to assist, "they (the wanton ones)
give little thought about our part, our existence, our pleading that they turn from
their carnage and seek...then Light and peace shall be established within them.
This is the beginning of the New Day when ye shall arise and be about the Fathers
business, that ye cleanse thine being of all hatred and malice, greed and whoredom.
Turn thine hand to service in the love of thine fellow man, in the Light which I Am. I
bring the Light, for that I Am. I have prepared a place for the wherein is only light,
and peace abide therein.
Now hear me in this...for I say unto thee, none bring within this place wherein I am
thine part which ye have brought upon Earth as a filthy stench within the time of
thine waywardness and rebellion. It shall be left unto the darkness...and ye with it to
haunt thee. For ye shall first divest thineself of the last portion of hatred,
selfishness, bigotry, hypocrisy, unrightousness and uncleanness, before ye find
peace within the light. For there is no darkness with the Light in which I abide.
***
Afterthoughts
In the above messages we begin to see a time-table (1989-2012) which denotes the
final periods which will bring this cycle to its final conclusion. In the above message
Sananda refers to 3 periods of three years each (1989-1997) and one period of 9
years (1998-2007). He tells us that this 9 years period will be the time in which all will
make their final choice, either to embrace the Light of their true being, or to cling to
the darkness and ignorance of man's past. He is telling us that after that point (2007)
there is no turning back or reversing that which each of us has set into motion, for
each will have made their final decision as to which way they will go.
http://home.iae.nl/users/lightnet/celestial/timetable.htm
Candace: The afterthoughts above are not mine. However, Times up was last year,
but Christ MIchael has made this short extension for a few more to catch up as the
path is prepared for the coming events. 1989 was also the year the PJ's started.
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Remembering Why We are Here
By Esu Sananda
# 45 Apr 21, 2008

Esu ―Jesus‖ Sananda
August 8, 1998

Good evening, my friend. It is I, Esu ‖Jesus‖ Sananda. (Sananda is a designation of
accomplishment which means ―one with Creator God‖.) Be at peace and allow my energy
to center within and settle.

Thank you for your remembrance of me on this day, the anniversary of my birthing into the
physical some 2000+ years ago. I came then as I come now-as a Teacher of Higher
Spiritual Truth. I am not greater than any of you! We are all magnificent creations of
Creator God—The One Light Source of all that IS.

I have walked the physical path many times prior, on many worlds. I have accepted my
Higher Purpose (the reason Creator created me) and it fills my entire being with joy to
assist another in finding their true spiritual heritage.

I took on the challenge and the accompanying responsibility of assisting your planet MANY
thousands of years prior to my incarnation as Esu ―Jesus‖ Immanuel. That last incarnation
was to show you each the true nature and potential that lies (dormant for most) within you.

Many of you still erroneously expect me to come and somehow ―save‖ you from physical
catastrophe. Why would I come and interfere with your chosen lessons?

There is no such experience as death of a being (soul). The physical body may have
temporal limitations, but the soul essence of your magnificent being is beyond such
limitations. There is truly nothing from which to save you except, perhaps, you own
ignorance of Spiritual Truth.
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(For those of you who are questioning the dangers of ―scalar‖-beam technologies,
remember that within the Mind of Creator Source all is possible, even the reintegration of
ones whose soul essence may be damaged or scattered to the ends of the universe from
experiencing such a blast.)

Your planetary species was on a collision course toward destroying yet another planetary
body. The first was the planet whose remnants are what make up a great deal of the
asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter, and the second was Mars herself. I could not bear
another such destruction of beauty and thus I accepted the challenge to enter the ―karmic
condition‖ of your species—at the risk of being caught-up in the compressive (and
somewhat suppressive) nature of your world.

Many have long forgotten (and the dark ―elite‖ controllers of your planet have efforted to
hide from your awareness) the previous civilizations established upon your glove. There
are four prior and you are experiencing the fifth.

I have been working with you ones throughout all of your major growth challenges. I have
been less than completely successful on each of the four occasions prior to this one. I
have gown in many ways as a result of my persistence, and I am grateful for the
opportunity to once again assist you ones and your beautiful planet—a great living being I
recognize as Shan.

Many of you who are reading this have joined with me in my efforts to awaken the masses
of your world to the true nature of their spiritual heritage. Some of you were with me
throughout each of the prior four attempts; for others this is your first effort to help your
brothers and sisters to awaken.

This is no easy challenge, nor is it one for the weak of heart. For every five who have
agreed to participate in a physical role, four have yet to awaken or are ―copping out‖ or
have become distracted into the ways of the material consciousness. This is a typical
statistical average that has been anticipated and is expected. The mission is thus overengineered with this probability in mind.

Many of you who are “hearing the call” are restless due to the physical pressures of
time and the comprehensive nature of your physical environment. I know well these
challenges, for I too have had to overcome such limitations in each of the prior
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attempts. My last incarnation laid the foundation for those of you there now, so you
would recognize that you too have the potential ability to manifest skills as I did
then as Esu Immanuel (later erroneously called “Jesus”).

Will you accept such responsibility?

It is left to be seen. Many of you reading this have been heavily influenced in ways that you
are not consciously aware of at present. This is to say that the adversary forces (any ones
wishing to control others instead of allowing each their freedom) have been programming
your present society for WELL OVER 2000 years to believe the lies that you are helpless
and powerless. This long-term effort is designed to keep each generation in a very
suppressed, low-frequency state, dulled to the realization of your True Potential.

For most of you, your programming in his lifetime began as infants. Your parents passed
on to you their limiting beliefs, and thus influenced you and made you more susceptible to
further reinforcing limitations placed upon you by ohers. This is to say that you each ―feed‖
one another’s fears.

These are not trivial challenges to overcome. Each of you should hold self in examination
and monitor closely the ―automatic‖ responses that seem to flow out of your mouths
without a conscious thought. These are the clues, if you but look, to freeing yourselves
from the ―karmic wheel‖ of repetition. When enough awaken, and thus get off this ―merrygo-round,‖ the world will begin to see the value in not allowing the current civilization to
meet destruction.

Newness comes by being daring and taking a ―chance‖, I put change in quotes because, if
you are connecting within, the ―chance‖ will be far from a desperate action taken in fear. IT
WILL BE A BALANCED OPPORTUNITY TO BRING ABOUT CHANGE!

If your intent is aligned with Godly intent to help your brother, there will be
enormous unseen Guidance and Assistance to help you fulfill your largest dreams.
If your intent is to somehow be a ―big shot‖ and tell someone: ―I told you so!‖ or ―look at
me!‖ then you will likely be stuck on your little ―merry-go-round‖ for yet another cycle.

The short-term ―sacrifice‖ of being ridiculed or called a liar and a fool is a sad reality of your
world. But, what is it that is really being sacrificed? The ego! Will you ones set aside your
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ego-concerns long enough to confront the very ones who seem to love to taunt you and
make you ―sound‖ the fool?

Some of these hecklers are indeed overshadowed by the adversary and thus are working
to keep you from awakening your brothers. However, most of the hecklers, are in fact,
‖pumping‖ you for information that they so desperately seek. They do not want others to
know that what you are saying actually resonates with them—to the point that they are
overwhelmed and frightened. Thus they need to ridicule so as to release the e motional
anxiety that would otherwise overwhelm them. You ones truly live in a ―backwards‖thinking world.

I say to you: what better environment could you possibly have in which to be
challenged in such a manner?! I know the price and I know the rewards for
confronting this very challenge. Was I not ridiculed, laughed at, spat upon, beaten
and eventually torured and left for dead?

Those were a very small part of my experience in my last incarnation. But, do you not also
see that some 2000 years later ones are still trying to come to grips with the fact that they
allowed such an atrocity?

Many of the ones who did these things have been weeping ever since. It is time to stop
the weeping and realize that you helped me to get my needed and desired lesions! I am
grateful for the experience and knowledge gained as a result of facing those challenges. I
hold no grudge against anyone. I forgive all actions taken in spiritual ignorance. I
welcome you all as my brothers and sisters, and I take no offense if you reject these
works, and me personally.

I have a mission to see through to completion. I ask that you each go within and seek Inner
Guidance on a daily basis until you find for yourself (first-hand knowledge) that you are
always connected and continually being Guided.

YOUR WORLD IS JUST READY TO ENTER INTO A NEW PHASE OF AWAKENING,
AND THESE LAST SEVERAL THOUSAND YEARS HAVE BEEN IN PREPARATION
FOR THIS AWAKENING.
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The Divine Guidance of Creator God (Father-Mother Source) has made this miracle
possible. Give thanks for yet another opportunity to ―get it RIGHT‖! I am always ready to
assist any and all who wish to participate in the endeavors of awakening our ―sleepy‖
brother and sisters. If you intent is in alignment with this goal, I will always respond to the
sincere request for help.

I am Esu ―Jesus‖ Sananda. I am the Golden ‖White Light which wells up from within and is
expressed as pure Love. I am your brother—NOT your God. Go within and take my ―hand‖
and I will guide you to the ―water‖ that will quench the thirst of your soul.

Blessings to you all. Salu!

Candace: This piece is from Wisdom of the Rays, The Master Teach, Volume 2. I was
gifted with these two volumes by Ed Young and they arrived in my mail late last week.
These are outstanding books and contain much information not in the later pieces posted
on his website. Ed Young was long time Editor of Contact Magazine and the Spectrum
News. These books contain many teachings from Contact Magazine and a few from the
Phoenix Journals.

The Master teachers are primarily the Rainbow Masters, Esu, Aton, Soltec, and Korton,
and AA Michael. There are many of you readers who have taken various lessons on
ascension for which you have paid a goodly sum of money, and I have reviewed some of
those courses out there and found them greatly lacking.

I would highly suggest these two very affordable volumes instead. You ascend because of
your accumulated knowledge, and some are ascended already and here back in service,
still trying to awaken out of the fog of this place. These books would be most useful to
show your circles now and later, for the information about God is truly simple, not difficult
at all.

We just watched the Pope visit and I couldn't understand his English very well and the
quiet voice, but I observed from my once brief membership in the Catholic Church as a
young adult, that the Catechism of that church is a complete fabrication of lies and places
God beyond the human. It does not teach that the human is the highest expression of God.
I own a copy for study and the thing is awful.
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These two books above are much better, much clarity. Another highly recommended read
would be Phoenix Journal #27, the 18 laws of God, that are broken repeatedly on this
planet.

If you are interested, simply go to www.wisdomoftherays.com and order! I will not be going
through the material and publishing it. I published this one piece, only, after an hour of
typing to generate interest, and to show just how long Esu and his Kumara group has been
working in this solar system.

Also, I hope that some of you still not sure and wabling around might find inspiration in this
piece that while help you solidify your intent to serve and find your purpose.

Regards the date of his birthday, in here it is stated as August 8, in the PJ's, probably #2 ,
it is one day different from the Urantia Book, which uses August 21st, 8 BC if I remember
correctly for the year. So either August 20th or 22nd. The world was not on the Gregorian
Calendar back then, and that calendar has errors in it, plus our year has shortened now
and no longer 365 1/4 days, so lets not quible about the date! Some have! Enjoy! Take
care, Candace
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"Growing Pains" of the Planetary Transistion
By Soltec and Germain
# 46 Jun 16, 2008

Ceres Anthonious Soltec & Violinio Germain

February 15, 1998

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Toniose Soltec, come in he Radiant One Ligh of Creator
Source. Be at PEACE.

There are those who wish to get messages through at this time. Please allow for the
interchange, for there are great inner emotional rewards to be gained in doing so. Find the
Inner Knowing and sense the Inner-Connectedness, and from that vantage point draw
upon the certainty and knowingness of that which you hold in your heart as having value.
Resist not and allow the energies to flow naturally.

We shall not let you fall but, if you insist upon experiencing a fall, neither shall we prevent
you from your free-will choice. We shall add unto you our strength when your heart and
head are in agreement with your Higher Knowing Self.

Let go of the past, for it is gone. Find yourself IN THE MOMENT and fo forh anew. Allow
for the moment and make the most of it.

Thank you! I shall stand aside as another wishes to speak.

* * *
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Greetings, my friend. It is I, Violinio St. Germain of the Violet Ray, come to commune with
your that a much needed message get penned.

Yes, and thank you for asking: I DO come in the Light! I come as the representative of the
Violet Ray of Transmutation. Your world is in the midst of birthing from one density of
experiencing into the next natural level of evolvement. This type of planetary shift in
consciousness presents many unique opportunities and challenges fro EVERY being who
participates.

There shall be the apparent suffering of many who have failed to realize this greater
reason for experiencing. But know that all is unfolding as it should in this ―schoolroom‖
environment, for some of the important lessons that can be offered anywhere in the entire
Omniverse are available at this time on Earth-Shan.

With the ramping-up of the frequency (and thus energy) of the planetary environment,
there is available a new, more expansive level (or cycle) of functioning. Along with this new
cycle of ―life‖ experience comes new awarenesses and an overall sense of inner
connectedness with Creator Source and with ALL life, everywhere. You shall finally FEEL
what your Native American brothers have been trying to explain to you since before you
stole and decimated their lands.

The NON-PHYSICAL senses of physical man shall be brought more fully to the forefront of
conscious awareness. They shall become as mater-of-fact as are the presently utilized
senses of hearing, weight, taste, touch and smell.

Many are already using these finer, ―etheric‖ senses, and have been for quite some time.
For instance, it will become commonplace for ones to know you, not by your physical
appearance, but more so by the electromagnetic light emanations that you each emit, yet
you ten to ignore for the most part.

You would be correct n surmising that hiding ANYTHING will be difficult under these
conditions, so the habits of lying, cheating, etc., would become as visible as are currently
your shoes or winter gloves. What do you think this will do to the ―cover‖ of many leeches
and parasites running around on our planet at this time? For those few who may physically
survive the continual planetary upshift, it will be quite an uncomfortable environment I
which to hold onto those old habits!
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I, Germain, have been summoned (chosen) as a Guide to help those who are desiring
assistance to make this transition as smoothly as can be deemed reasonable. There is
generally a great amount of confusion associated with this type of experience for those of
you who have chosen to participate in the physical. The confusion is greatly amplified by
the apparent lack of general acknowledgment of what is truly unfolding in physical space.

I say “apparent” because each being participating at this time can, if they so
choose, feel the “tension” in the ethers. There is a general nervousness that has
been ever increasing, and the rate of noticeable incremental change is greatly
accelerated.

It is such that, by the times you ones adjust to the current level of ―tension‖, it has already
shifted and you are finding yourselves in a near constant state of adjusting. This will
manifest in many ways. For some it will be physiological pressures such as headaches,
muscles spasms, and gastro-intestinal disorders. For others it may be irritableness,
nervousness, or feelings of apprehension.

Many are feeling somewhat ―rushed‖ as if there is not enough time to get done those
things that need done. These are all signs and clues to you ones that, indeed, the Great
Shift is ear. This is the ―quickening‖ of sorts that many are beginning to consciously FEEL,
as well as see the effects of.

It is of utmost importance to shed the ties of past habits, for holding onto those “old
ways” will only serve to impede the natural flow of transition.

This is the same as what happens when a heavy anchor holds down a wooden boat while
the waters around it are rising. Eventually the boat gets pulled under, whereas the boat’s
natural (built-in) tendency was to float with the rising water (that is, the increasing
frequency, and thus energy of the planet).

Or, another way of looking at it is that when you become anchored, you are acting much
like an electrical grounding rod. You will create a condition which will cause a ―short
circuit‖ of sorts, and thus ―burn‖ you. Once can hold onto (and thus float along with) a
high-voltage wire, such as feeds your household electricity grid, and as long as there is no
path to the ground, you will not be hurt. BUT, as soon as any practical ground path exists,
electricity can flow through the body. You know have a rapid heating of the waters of the
body (97-98% of your body is essentially water), and thus, among other things, you burn.
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Holding on to part habits that have dip emotional ties in the physical will only serve to
cause great discomfort within as the etheric counterpart to the physical body is (choose
your analogy) either ―pulled under‖ as the waters keep rising, or is ―grounded out‖ and thus
begins to ―burn.‖

Many of you are not aware of the extent to which you hold onto past worries,
doubts, fears, and perceived pains.

You ALL do this to varying degrees. Some of you hold onto these charged events more
than others, and due to the strong emotional sensitivity of the female apparatus, the
women will in general have a tougher time of letting go of this excess ―baggage‖ than will
the men, yet women will also generally be the first ones who begin to recognize the utilize
more fully the non-physical senses.

These transitionary times need not be difficult for any. But, as it stands this day, there
shall be many who will simply refuse to let go of the baggage and will suffer greatly as they
resist the ever increasing energy flow of this change.

The values of the past will be greatly shifted. This is to say that what many of you
hold, in you heart, as desirable this day, will not hold any value whatsoever in the
times just ahead. The more physically oriented are ones values, the more traumatic
this change shall be.

Ones will not lust over the status of a job title. Ones will be greatly honored to serve freely
their brethren, for they will see the oneness and unity of Creator Source in everyone,
everywhere. Ones will not try to hoard physical ―things‖ for there will be a greater
understanding and realization that it is only out of fear-of-lack that you do so now.

These are truly magnificent times in which to be experiencing! There are many who will
fight and struggle with this change, and in doing so, they will either tap the Inner Knowing
within and “grow with the flow,” or they will simply succumb to the emotional exhaustion
of fighting change or to the anxiety of trying to understand.
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This is where you, as Ground Crew, will have your greatest opportunities to assist
your brothers and sisters in need. This is NOT the time to tell them: “I told you so!”
Remember that you came here at this time as much to function as teachers of the
New Ways, as to experience your own lessons of growth. As a teacher, do you
laugh in the face of your students’ questions and lack of knowledge, or do you
recognize and respect their often hesitant steps toward awakening?

It will be the time to humbly offer them these insights so that they may come to their own
level of understanding of what it is that they are experiencing. Much confusions shall
exist—it already does, but mostly bubbling at a subconscious (not consciously
acknowledged) level at this time.

Be not harsh nor forceful. If ones ―spit in your face‖ for trying to help, then be not offended.
Simply go on your way and be attentive to offering assistance to others who request
same. You will find that, for the most part, people will come to you out of curiosity and ask
you why it is that you are so at peace and self assured while all seems to be in chaos
around them.

This is the basic reason for having this information come out BEFORE the fact of this
Great Shift in consciousness. Another reason is so that ones will know that there truly does
exist we Guides of the unseen realms and, by inference, that God has never once left them
unattended. Moreover, ones shall then realize that it was THEIR choice to ignore the clues
which were there the entire time for them to take note of.

Growth, and the resultant expansion of awareness, is the primary reason for having
gone through any experience. There is very little of true lasting value to be gained
in the physical outside of one, basic, non-physical parameter.

The number of dollars that you have in a bank account, or on a sheet that lists your worth
(assets), is of ZERO value when compared to the value of some experience that you might
go through which causes you to look within and tap an Inner Strength you never realized
you had within. This is true growth; this is what you take with you. This is what is
real; this is what has lasting value.

Nothing that you have in the physical will leave with you when you release from the
physical experience. What will go with you is the acquired knowledge and insights
that the challenges of the physical experience caused you to search for and find.
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Find peace in knowing that, if you are reading this, it is likely because you have an inner
desire to understand. This ―active seeking‖ is the path that will garner you the true value
that your inner heart connection longs for with interminable desire.

We, of the Hosts of God, are here to prepare, to the best of our ability, those who
desire to expand beyond that which is their present level of growth, for these ones
sense what is coming quickly into their reality and wish to maximize their potential
to success in fulfilling their growth desire.

I doing so, we ALL gain in untold ways, as they invigorating surge of newness springs forth
out of the decay of the old. Remember that as one grows, we all grow.

Our challenge is a formidable one and our reward is beyond the limitations of words, for it
spans a multitude of dimensional realities and is not limited to the physical domain. To say
the least, both the challenges and the rewards are beyond your purest ideas of passion,
bliss, or satisfaction. WE are quite thankful to play our part in the manifesting this
experience of growth.

I am Violinio St. Germain. I am keeper of the Violet Flame at this time. I am honored to
serve with those of you who have come with the intent to serve your brethren at this time of
planetary awakening and transition.

Le go of the perceived indiscretions of the past. Forgive those whom you perceive has
having ―done you wrong‖! Those who have ―spit in your face‖ are the ones whom you have
come to help! You would be wise NOT to let this fact leave your thoughts.

NOW IF THE TIME TO CLEANSE THYSELF OF THE EMOTIONAL GARBAGE THAT
YOU SO FONDLY CARRY AROUND!

In Light and Blessings to you all. SALU
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Candace: I am placing this here for some new readers who may be coming, but many of
you will benefit from the reminders. This is Chapter 30, from the book, Wisdom of the
Rays, the Masters Teach #2. Please excuse any typos I didn't catch, as I do not have a
scanner and so I typed this up with the book laying in front of me.

If you are interested in owning the two books of collected short piece (which I call Spiritual
Nuggets here on this website), you can visit www.wisdomoftherays.com Ed Young
compiled these older teachings from the Masters, and more current ones, which have not
yet been compiled into printed form can be read on the same website!
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Your Effects on Planet Earth’s Health
By Sanat Kumara
# 47 Jun 26, 2008

Sanat Kumara September 7, 1996
(with a little commentary by Candace)

Be at peace, my friend. You are unfamiliar with me in your conscious experience.
However, let me assure you that we know each other very well. I am Sanat Kumara. I
come in the Radiant Light and Oneness of Creator and Creation. You may associate me
with the radiant energy of your Sun.

I am a Wayshower and Guide. I have walked the Christed path in times past. I have
earned my position of responsibility among those who come in service to the souled beings
of Earth-Shan. I have responsibilities which span the entire solar system of which the
Earth is only one small part.

(Candace: His title is Solar Logos, essentially is "God" of our solar system.

There are many aspects of your solar system which exist in frequency realms outside the
awareness of Earth human at this time. As your planet shifts upward in frequency, and
thus prepares herself for her journey into the fourth-dimensional part of her existence, I am
called upon to assist her and those who she supports.

(Candace: we are now in 4th dimension frequency of 2nd Density. All evolutionary planets
with life on them are 2nd Density, and we will remain 2nd Density, but as we expand our
consciousness, the dimensions will increase. There are 9 dimensions in 2nd Density. The
goal of the ascension into light and life, is to get the planet and her life forms into the
sustainable balance, called 5th dimension, and we can grow this planet to 9th dimension.)

My more immediate concern is that of the planet herself. She has endured great testings
and she shall graduate and rid herself of the negativity—or else she shall be set free. Her
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destiny is that of radiance within the Light. She has served mankind beyond that which can
be expected of her. She continues to serve, out of faith and love for the ones (THE FEW)
who honor and respect her.

This cycle of selfless giving is near its end, and the result of her rebalancing shall be
devastating to the ones who have abused her and caused this great unbalance. There
shall be massive change and indeed, ones will pray for death—yet it will not come.

Man has been given every opportunity to make right his wrongs. The negativity and
denseness of the ones who can heartlessly take and take and take, without a thought as to
consequences, has led this planet’s population to the point of pathetic corruption and
savage pestilence—all for the pursuit of an illusion called luxury.

Greed, and power to control the masses, have been the primary driving forces behind the
evil ones who desecrate the entire planet.

Is your oil so important? NO!

You ones pollute the air and waer with your oil. WHY? So that someones(s) can make you
so dependent upon them for basic needs, such as transportation, heating, and cooking,
that you are convinced you cannot live with them or their oil. YOU CAN AND WILL LIVE
WITHOUT IT!

Meanwhile, these ones who are so narrow and self-centered in focus are the ones who will
transition (reincarnate) onto the most primitive of planets where they can work out their
karmic awareness in a quest toward growth.

(Candace: many here on this planet that are imprisoned on it, did not make the changes
necessary in their growth, even through several stages of starting over after pole reversals
to cleanse 4 and now 5 failed civilizations. Now that the earth is taking her final graduation,
and she is deity and conscious also, these laggards who have not YET learned, will start
over as cave men on a young and primitive planet, minus their memories, in hopes this will
not happen again, with their souls, and they will finally “make it.” God is very merciful, and
mercy is the major mission of our Superuniverse of Orvonton. Lucky you, but wouldn’t it be
better to get your shit together NOW rather than starting all over? In God’s schools,
nobody graduates until they pass their lessons. So be it. God will give you “eternity” to
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graduate from the physical experience into lighted knowing, and then there are most
wondrous choices for career growth after that. Something to ponder!)

Many great ones have been sent to assist you ones and bring technology that would
negate the need for fossil fuels. They were (and still are) rejected and discredited by
the greedy, power hungry elitists of your planet who have usurped the power of the
masses—who are too laxy to think for themselves.

(Candace: Does the name “Tesla” ring a bell? Google this name.)

You ones have been warned over and over again. You are long past the point of turning
this mess around. This message is to inform you ones who are awake enough to hear, so
that you can have understanding of that which will befall you in the NEAR FUTURE.

I have great love for you who have come now as volunteers to assist your planetary
mother in an attempt to wake up enough people in order to change the unbalanced
negative condition into one of a more en-Light-ened and balanced condition.

The mind control over the masses is, indeed, great. None who are controlled are without
blame. They must be responsible for their condition, or at least, for allowing their mind to
be conditioned into a non-thinking and non-caring state.

Your advertisers (who are generally the Khazarian mind-control manipulators) have TOLD
you ow your should act, and will SHOW you, through the news media, how you will be
treated if you DO NOT follow their guidelines.

Meanwhile, God gave you a thinking and reasoning mind. There is no excuse for not using
that mind if you are of proper physical functioning. Ones who have had their brains cut into
and manipulated may have excuse. But, what led to the circumstances in which this was
allowed? Escape from karmic lessons, perhaps?

You see, God knows the heart and knows when ones are afraid due to ignorance. He also
knows when ones know better, and are not ignorant, but prefer the lustful path of greed
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and power. You may spew claims of ignorance from your mouths. However, your heart
and soul shall be that which will tell the true story.

Go within and get honest with yourself and truly get to KNOW THYSELF, for self is truly
your greatest enemy and does, indeed, keep you from manifesting your true potential.

Are you afraid of what another might think of you? Do you hold ack the truth of God
because you are afraid another may laugh at you? Then perhaps you should be reminded
of the journey of Esu ―Jesus‖ Immanuel.

Did not the crowds of frightened and ignorant people spit on him,laugh at him, kick him,
and finally, drive spikes into his flesh? They wanted to shut him up because he spoke
TRUTH. The used him as an example, to warn others who may be inclined to follow his
lead, about what would happen if you dare speak Truth.

No, it is not easy. But then, any goal worth pursuing should have a genuine challenge
associated with its accomplishment.

Why did Immanuel persist through these things? Because he could see the long –term
need and value in accomplishing this task of mankind’s awakening. Did he have doubt
and fears? YES! But, he knew where the doubts and fears come from—THE EGO, which
is easily manipulated by the adversarial forces. Thus he was able to cast his fears and
doubts aside, and place trust and faith in Higher Source. With this faith he was able to
withstand and pass ALL of his testing, and thus he EARNED his position as Lord and
Overseer of planet Earth-Shan and its inhabitants.

You ones must come to realize that, if your precious little egos are allowed to control you
with fear, then you shall indeed manifest that which will continually cast you as the victim.

Was Christ a victim? NO, he was not! He knew what he ahd to do and endure prior
to doing it. He accepted the job out of love for the souled beings who needed the
lessons, so that they could grow and step up and out of their ignorance, and come
into understanding.
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Many proclaim, ―I do not have an ego problem!‖ Then why the need to make such a
proclamation? Those with the NEED to state that they have no ego are the ones who lie to
themselves. ALL have an ego. Some allow it to control them and some do not.

The ego is neither good nor bad. It is, in its basic form, a primitive survival mechanism for
the physical expression. (Candace: The body/soul carrier)

Go within and truly look at those things which would embarrass youif another were to find
out. Why do you fear them?

If you feel embarrassment and the need to hide your actions, then you possess a fear of
being found out. This fear of embarrassment is ego generated. The truth is the truth, and
you cannot hide from it. You may very well be able to avoid it for awhile, but it is only a
matter of time before ALL shall be exposed.

The mental focus and thoughts of those who inhabit the planet are the single most
impacting factor on the planet herself. That which you think and swell upon, you begin to
manifest. If negativity from fear and pain, is what concerns yo the most, then you shall
indeed have that.

What many do not realize is that each of your energy fields are directly connected
with the Earth’s energy field. She picks up the emotional vibrations what each one
projects.

The amount of suppressive negativity that exists at this time is so devastating to her
that she has become sick to the point of near destruction of her vast, loving being.
She has petitioned for help, and help she shall have.

Get right with your inner self and find internal balance. Cast off the fears and walk with the
Radiance of knowing that you are a Lighted aspect of Creator. Forgive yourself for those
things that cause you embarrassment, and cast them off as well.

Do not judge your brother, for he is seeking to find his way, whether he knows it or not. Go
forward and honor the God-self within. Let go of the past and create a balanced future. In
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purging out this garbage, you shall, because of the connectedness, help return health and
balance to tht magnificent planetary being which gives you physical life.

My primary concern is that of this solar system and that which affects it. BE ASSURED
THAT YOU VERYTHOUGHTS AFFECT THE OVERALL BALANCE OF NOT ONLY THIS
SOLAR SYSTEM, BUT ALSO THAT OF THE ENTIRE KNOWN UNIVERSE.

Balance and forgive yourselves. You create your own hells; there is NO need for this.

I am Sanat Kumara. May this writing help you to understand the importance of that upon
which you focus your mind.

Be Light and Truth, Salu.

Chapter 31, of Wisdom of the Rays, The Masters Teach, Volume One. Available from Ed
Young, at www.wisdomoftherays.com Please forgive typo’s. I rarely see them all. I have
hand typed this directly from my personal copy of the book. When at this website, you can
take advantage of the wisdom pieces that have accrued since the two volumes were
published, for free.

These various pieces (lessons) , some of which I have here on this website (under Spiritual
nuggets), are given by the various Masters (advanced souls), who are serving this process
of the ascension of this planet. These pieces are collected from various publications such
as Contact Magazine (now defunct) and Spectrum Magazine, and occasionally from
the Phoenix Journals. These are the "word of God" being presented in these end times.
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Choosing To Become A Wayshower For Humanity
By Aton
# 48 Jul 16, 2008

Aton, (Christ Michael), August 22, 1998

Good evening, little one. It is I, Aton, The One Light. I am Creator. I am the Alpha and the
Omega that make up the Infinite Sacred Circle.

You there in the physical are on a journey that begins and ends this infinite cycle. The
experiences in between are the lessons of growth and responsibility that will bring you full
circle. You will inevitably begin again another similar journey on other planes of ―reality‖
and awareness. The journey is without limits and is TRULY infinite!

I have come to remind you ones of the responsibilities that you have accepted prior
to coming into your current experience. There is an old and almost overused
expression which states: “Many are called, but few are chosen.” All of you who are
reading these words have been “called.”! This is to say that you all are sensing,
with, an inner sensation (indicator) of foreboding change and that this change is
somehow important and the reason why you are there.

The experiences that are coming are an accumulation of past choices and decision which
you have either made yourselves, or you have accepted into you r experience. Please
note that the above use of the work ―past‖ is not limited to your current life experience. You
are responsible for ALL your thoughts and there is no ―time ― limit on this responsibility.

I have great (infinite) patience with all of My creations. You each need one another for your
growth, and you are all connected to one another through ME! When you each, as
individuals, demand truth from yourselves first, and stop your inner deceit and denials (
self-imposed limitations based on LIES!), you will be in a better mental space from which to
observe and help others to do the same.
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Truthbringers are ALWAYS rejected at first. ALWAYS! This is because the (you?)
will cause ones to confront the inner lies which ones cling to in order to NOT feel
responsible for the errors they have made. This is a strong and powerful emotional
battle that ones must (and will, eventually) confront. As more and more of you ones
face and confront your limiting beliefs (inner lies), you will stand as examples to
your brothers and sister who are more reluctant to do so.

Your actions will speak in terms and in a manner that words will not be able to describe.
You will, as a result, be able to control your own physical and emotional states, for there
will not reside within you the fear-based reactions of the primitive ego-self. These inner
fears are the subtle apprehensions that cause you to hold back (restrict) the natural flow of
My energy, both to you and through you.

Take a look around you when you are out among ―strangers.‖ Do you see the majority of
ones smiling? Do they make eye (the ―window‖ to the soul) contact with you?

The majority of your population has been suppressed emotionally and physically to the
point of near spiritual starvation. There is a great need to remind many ones that it is
THEIR responsibility and THEIR challenge to overcome such programming (mind control).

You, as potential guides and wayshowers, have chosen to participate in such a capacity as
to overcome the perceived limitations of your past, so that you can stand AS EXAMPLES
for the world to see. This is the most effective means possible of teaching.

How many of you find yourselves in ―bad‖ health? Do you not see that it is because of a
persisting out-of-balance inner condition? MORE BLUNTLY: YOU ARE HOLIDING ON TO
ANGER, GUILT, FRUSTRATION, FEAR, AND SUCH TO A POINT OF NEAR
DISCONNECT FROM THE NURTURING (BALANCING) ENERGY OF MY LIGHT (LIFE
FORCE) THAT COMES FROM WITHIN.

If you cannot ―save‖ yourself, then are you not ―choosing‖ to not participate at this time?
Can you rid yourself from the inner negativity generated out of the fear of being wrong?
You cannot be a victim without first agreeing to play the role of the victim. In truth, there re
NO victims! If you choose to wallow in the misperception that you are less fortunate than
another, or less educated, or less able in some way than another, then you are indeed
holding onto the inner LIES!
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NONE ARE LESSER THAN ANY OTHER! HOW COULD SUCH BE WHEN ALL ARE
CREATIONS OF MY THINKING?!

The ones who appear to have greater abilities are the ones who simply do not hold onto
the same limiting beliefs about self as those who constantly limit themselves. You are all
borne of MY perfection! I created you uniquely so that you would see, within one another,
examples of infinite possibilities.

YOU ARE ALL MAGNIFICENT AND POWERFUL BEINGS WHO ARE EFFORTING TO
RECOGNIZE AND UTILIZE THIS INNER POWER!

I am calling each of you to go within and find those beliefs which limit you. When
you catch yourself saying anything that means “ I can’t…”, then realize there is a
LIE behind such words. All of the rationalizations with which you may want to
“argue” are based upon not wanting to accept the fact that you may be wrong in
your limiting beliefs about self.

YOU CAN DO ANYTHING—if you simply get out of your own way log enough to allow MY
energy to manifest within and subsequently flow through you, out into the manifested
universe that I (WE) create.

I monitor the response (in many cases REACTION) to these words. PLEASE KNOW THAT
IT IS INDEED THIS SIMPLE!

You are taught to believe that it is difficult to become empowered (en-Light-ened).
The correction mechanism is to simply observe any limiting beliefs, and then
replace them with empowering (truthful) ones.

However, many of you place such great emotional certainty and energy into the lies that it
literally pains you to have to admit you may possibly be wrong. So, for you ―bound and
shackled‖ ones, it will simply be easier to say: ―This does NOT apply to ME, because I
don’t have any limiting beliefs!‖
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YOU ALL HOLD ONTO LIMITED BELIEFS TO SOME EXTENT! Else you would not be in
the physical, efforting to overcome them.

All of you who are participating in a physical body have chosen to participate in such a
manner because YOU need to work on an area of understanding and responsibility that
you have been less than successful in MASTERING so far. MORE BLUNTLY: YOU HAVE
ERRORS OF THOUGHT (BELIEFS) WHICH LIMIT YOUR UNDERSTANIDNG AND
ABILITIES TO MANIFEST AND MASTER YOUR TRUE CREATIVE POTENTIAL.

So, if you feel that this message does not possibly apply to you, then KNOW that you are
the one WHO NEEDS IT THE MOST!

I CALL UPON EACH TO REMEMBER AND AWAKEN TO YOUR PURPOSE FOR BEING
HERE AT THIS TIME!

WILL YOU BE THE ONE WHO GETS UP OFF YOUR DEATH BED AND SHOWS THE
WORLD THE INNER POSSIBILITIES OF CONNECTING WITHIN?

WILL YOU BE THE ONE WHO STOPS SAYING ―I CAN‖T‖ AND STARTS DOING THE
―IMPOSSIBLE‖?

YOU are the ones who choose to participate! Will you be among the ―few‖ who are
―chosen‖? The choice is yours, and you will have to also choose to pull self up out of your
own misperceptions and limiting beliefs.

In doing so, you will recognize that which YOU CAN DO to help. If you refuse to help
yourself, then you will surely be looking in the wrong places for your ―answers‖ and you will
surely miss your opportunities to assist your brothers I need.

ALL of the answers to ALL of your questions lie within YOU. Will you recognize this FACT
and will you deny it and hide behind your own irresponsibility?
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I am ATON, THE ONE LIGHT! I know you each, as I know Myself. WE are ultimately One
in the same.

I love and cherish you each. I know and feel your heart intent and desires.

Blessing to you all! Salu!

Candace: This is Chapter 53, from the book Wisdom of the Rays, Volume 2, available
from the website, www.wisdomoftherays.com These books are collections of lessons by
the Masters, published in Contact Magazine, generally. They were compiled by Ed
Young, Editor in Chief of Contact Magazine. I advise obtaining these, and sharing them
around.
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The Results of Fear - You Have Exactly What You
Have Created
By 6/17/02 - Violinio St. Germain
# 49 Sep 5, 2008

6/17/02 - Violinio St. Germain

Good evening, I am Violino St. Germain, and I am here this day to bring a message that
will hopefully shake you ones awake upon your planet. I am here in the Radiant Light of
the One True Creator – whom you ones call God. I am in Service unto God and am with
the Host of Heaven.

I am come this day to speak to you about the energy and results of one thing: FEAR. It is a
very powerful and emotionally charged energy.

Remember: Universal Law will always return unto you, many times over, that which you
put your energy into. So, that which you fear will actually be brought right to your door.

You have created, in your world, exactly all the things that you ones fear; you have created
exactly the things you most dreaded and wanted to avoid. Those who have other than your
best interests at heart have been using your fears for a very long time to manipulate and
control you, and it has never been more evident than it is today.

You have been played like a fine violin, and most of you ones have followed along like
dutiful little lemmings, following those controlling ones into your own destruction. It is past
time for you ones to awaken from your dream state and see exactly that which has been
right in front of your eyes for a long, long time.

This is precisely why we have spent so much time over the years attempting to reach you
ones with messages about creating the type of world you actually desire. Yet you have
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chosen to create the world you fear, instead. You have refused to turn off your televisions
and put down the mainstream newspapers, and have instead gobbled up their twisted,
manipulated, and controlled agendas like a cheap wine, indulging yourselves in the
drunkenness of their making.

Those of the Higher Realms, and those of the Light, have been attempting, through
so very many sources, and for so many years, to teach you, and to inform you, to
enlighten you ones, to awaken you from your drunken stupor.

We told you that everything was accelerating, and that all energy was returning with
greater speed and greater impact. And yet, the majority—approximately 90% of you
ones—chose to disbelieve the truth and follow the lie, instead. You chose to believe that
these messages were being delivered to you by some figment of the imaginations of a
handful of lunatics—by those who were living as some kind of fringe element who were to
be ridiculed and ignored.

I challenge each and every one of you who ridicule these ones, to open your eyes, to
awaken from your dream state long enough to take a long, hard look around at your
world, and tell me which part of your world has not become exactly as these ones
said it would. All your fears and your doubts are coming to pass exactly as you have
feared they would, and have come about exactly as those message-bringers
foretold.

No, these ones are not fortune tellers. They are merely a handful of individuals who have
chosen to NOT follow the lie, and have, instead, listened to the Higher Realms. These are
ones who do not swallow—hook, line, and sinker—all the controlled, manipulated
disinformation you are fed on a continual basis. These ones are those who long ago made
the decision to GO WITHIN for their confirmations and information. These are the ones
who learned to question things. These are the ones who have stayed in touch with Creator
and the Host of Heaven, for we have NEVER left your side. You simply became too
―sophisticated‖ to pay attention to us, choosing instead to get your information from those
controlled media sources on your world.

Many of you claim to be Christians, yet I challenge you to tell us exactly what that term
means, for most of you have not the slightest idea of what a TRUE Christian is. You
believe that if you believe that a man named Jesus shed his blood and died on a cross for
your sins, that your soul is saved.
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But that has little to nothing to do with what the man you call Jesus attempted to teach. He
actually tried to teach you that you could have exactly what you desired, and that which
your hearts and minds are filled with would come to pass. He also warned you that doubt
and fear would also create, but they would create exactly what you feared.

Being a ―Christian‖ means you follow the ways of the Christ—which is not a last name, but
rather a state of being: a state of enlightenment, what your Bible refers to as an anointing
from God.

Being ―Christian‖ is a way of life—a state of being—not something you go around
professing with words, but not with thoughts or deeds. If you were TRULY ―Christian‖, you
would be healing the sick, raising the dead, and creating anything that you desire in the
physical world right out of the aethers.

What you have chosen to believe is what some ministers tell you to believe. And most of
them merely believe the same thing because some minister told them what to believe, and
so on and so on.

Most of you have never sat down and actually read your Bible while asking the Creator—or
even the one you call Jesus—to open your heart and your mind to what the book
ACTUALLY says.

Your religions are filled with fear about ―the devil‖ and ―hell‖ (which you should look into, by
the way, for the truth of this subject is quite enlightening in and of itself). And you ones act
and believe as though this negative energy has more power than your ―savior‖.

People, I am telling you that this is nothing more than a tactic of fear used against
you. You have no power because you are so filled with fear and doubt, and believe
that you aren’t “worthy enough” to emulate the man you profess to follow. Yet, he
himself told you that: “All these things I do, you shall also do.” THAT IS A VERY
POWERFUL STATEMENT, AND YOU SEEM TO SIMPLY IGNORE IT!

Others of you believe that you cannot go directly to God or ―Jesus‖, but must go through
some earthly mediator. What sort of nonsense is that? God does not put ANY man above
another man! So, to believe that someone has a more direct line to God than another, is
just another form of a lie and a manipulation and a control tactic.
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Remember: even the Dark Energies—or what you call ―Satan‖ (which, in Hebrew, simply
means adversary)—believe in (recognize) God. These Dark Energies have simply chosen
a contrary and extremely difficult learning path based upon the free-will premise that they
can somehow be ―better‖ than He who created them. In due time they will come to
appreciate how their God-given uniqueness can be expressed quite magnificently without
resorting to the posture that you would recognize as a ―power trip‖ of the ego.

One of the favorite tricks of the Dark Energies is to give enough truth, woven in with
lies, to reel you in. So, be careful as to just what you swallow and what you spit out.
This is a VERY useful and VERY effective tactic, which is why it is so important to
pay attention to things you hear or read.

As if there weren’t enough fear going around your planet already, you now live in fear of
so-called terrorists—from third-world nations, who supposedly want to kill Americans.
Under this guise, you have willingly given up your God-given rights, as recognized and
stated in your very Declaration Of Independence and Constitution Of The United States,
the documents upon which your nation was formed over 225 years ago. And, you are more
than happy to become submissive to your government in order that you may be ―safe‖.

[Editor’s Note: For readers who are new to this kind of information, it may be helpful to
share that Germain was the “unseen force” arousing those we call our Founding Fathers.
Those of you who already know Germain may be thinking that the above paragraph is
actually rather restrained for this typically very passionate steward over “the great
experiment in freedom” called the United States of America. See Chapter 14 of WISDOM
OF THE RAYS: The Masters Teach, Volume I for other insights about this formidable
Master Teacher from the Higher Realms.]

It is your own fears that have created exactly all these so-called attacks. Those who
manipulate your world for their own gain and power have capitalized upon your
fears to bring you ones to your knees. You have been manipulated into giving up
your basic freedoms and rights, so that your nation resembles nothing of what your
Founding Fathers envisioned.

There is so much askew upon your planet right now that it is difficult to zero-in on any one
particular subject, for in reality it all is entangled and connected. You are standing at a very
dangerous crossroads at this time, as has never been before in the known history of your
planet, and so it is more than imperative that you awaken and see The Truth for what it
actually is.
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For any changes to take place—anything that will change the course you are currently
on—you ones must take very drastic measures. You MUST, I repeat MUST stop believing
the lies! You MUST stop believing everything you are fed by the television, radio, and
newspapers, and now, even your Internet. (Although the Internet is still mostly
uncontrolled, you must develop a necessary discernment, for there is as much garbage as
treasure available through that speedy conduit.)

You have NO TIME left to procrastinate! You have NO TIME left to let ―someone else‖ take
care of things for you! You have NO TIME left to wait around for changes, for time has run
out.

Where do you begin, you ask? YOU BEGIN WITH YOU!

You have all the Power you need WITHIN YOU! God is not ―out there‖ somewhere—as
you have been manipulated to think. God is right there, within you and about you, and all
the Power you need to change things lies within you. You must go within and listen to that
still, small voice. You must get quiet on a regular basis and LISTEN! Stop talking and start
listening, for you learn much more that way.

There is no need—I repeat: NO NEED—to pick up any kind of weapon, or take up any
anger against anyone. Anger is yet another form of what you would refer to as negative
energy, and will only return anger unto you. That is one of the reasons why the wars you
fight are so foolish.

The God-given Power that is within you is greater than ANYTHING you might be able to
imagine. You are, quite literally, untapped Potential.

YOUR CHANGE YOUR WORLD BY CHANGING YOURSELVES!

Rather than turning on the evening news on television, GO WITHIN through meditation.
Spend time in daily meditation, which is listening to the Higher Self (your direct connection
to Creator) and your Higher Guides.
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Pray on a regular basis, and make your prayers meaningful, and powerful, by FIRST
eliminating fear and doubt, for these will only act to nullify. Stop accepting everything you
hear as gospel, for the majority of what you are bombarded with is useless. In your prayer
time, learn to ask for the ability to discern the truth from the lies, for this is your first line of
defense against the Dark Energies that surround you ones.

I cannot emphasize strongly enough the absolute necessity that you ones change your
ways and your beliefs—your very lives. If you do not, the path you are now marching down
will surely lead to its destination.

But that destination does not HAVE to be Dark! You have the ability and you have the
authority to change the path you are on and begin walking your lives in the Light. But only
YOU can make that change for yourselves.

One more thing: There is a growing movement afoot in your world with regard to
extraterrestrials and their agendas. Some of you are more aware of this movement than
others, but I will tell you this: You have much more to worry about right there upon your
own world than you do from any extraterrestrial source. The Dark Energies have made
Earth their base of operation for a VERY long time. And here again, I will remind you that
those of you who believe anything extraterrestrial is evil, have forgotten how your own
Bible tells you the Evil One was cast down to the Earth.

The Lighted extraterrestrials who are near and upon your planet right now are there to
assist in your Awakening processes. You see, the destiny of Earth affects the entire
Universe, for as you have been told, all things affect all other things. (Your theoretical
physicists now call this the Theory of Non-Locality.) In other words, what happens upon
your planet is not isolated to your planet, for all things are linked together in a commonality
which, by the way, is what you call God—the Force of Creation, and all things stem from
that One Source.

I will close by saying to you that your dreamtime is over. It is the dawn of the new day, and
the day will turn out exactly as you deem it. Your every though and every action will
determine its outcome.

You have no excuses, now that you have been shown The Truth, for if you read these
words, you are not in ignorance. You, and only you, are responsible for your destiny, and
only you can create your destiny.
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I am Violinio St. Germain. I am a Servant of Creator Source. I am with the Host of Heaven,
and I am in service unto you ones of Earth. Thank you for your time, and thank you for
your attention to these most serious matters. Good day and Salu.

URL Original: http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/02-6-17.html
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Glimpses Of The Truth Behind Your Shadow World
By 3/3/00 SOLTEC / HATONN
# 50 Sep 17, 2008

3/3/00 SOLTEC / HATONN

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Ceres Anthonious ―Toniose‖ Soltec, come in the Radiant
One Light of Creator Source. Be at peace, for the attacks upon you are indeed great.

There are ones who do not wish for your messages to continue to be put forth. These ones
are masters at exploiting any and all weaknesses you have.

Be diligent in your affirmations of service unto Lighted Service, and learn to allow for these
distractions yet not become disabled by them. There is much work left to be done, and for
those who agree to become conduits for we of the Host, there is always an amplification of
the intensity of the sort of attacks you have been experiencing.

As always, the choice is yours to remain in such service. There will never be threats or
coercion on the part of any entity working with the Lighted aspects of The Creation.

Allow for the immediate pressures to pass through you. There are adjustments being made
which are giving the queasy sensation in your abdominal area.

There is great interest in stopping the messages that are penned through you, for they
serve to free ones from their own ignorance and are much more than what they appear to
you to be.

Allow The Light to fill you from within and radiate outward in a natural spiraling manner.
You are capable of matching the frequency pulses that are going through your body as we
speak. Allow for the shift to occur; do not resist the natural tendency towards balanced
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energy exchange. To stop the flow causes the nauseating feelings, while allowing the
energy to pass through you will alleviate such feelings.

***

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn here, in Light and in Service to The One Light. Be still, my friend,
for there is a much needed message that we wish to deliver. I am using Soltec’s frequency,
for his is much easier for you to lock onto in your present condition. Be still, and all will flow
forth as it should be.

You American citizens are being distracted and played for sleeping fools as your world
leaders take drastic measures to throw your world into a global conflict. Your oil prices are
the highest they have been in over 9 years, while you have several presidential ―hopefuls‖
putting on a good show, day after day.

Meanwhile, there are great attempts to ignite a war in the Middle East. The ―need‖ for oil is
an artificial ―crisis‖ that has many ones outraged. Your world energy giants, such as OPEC,
are trying to leverage legislation that will ensure their empire continues to be prosperous,
while these same ones desperately try to squelch the new technologies that threaten to
make their current commodities much less valuable.

[Editor’s note: Speaking of suppressed energy production technologies which threaten the
status quo, don’t miss the feature article on the subject of Cold Fusion elsewhere in this
issue of The SPECTRUM.]

The pressures applied, and the resulting mental energies being focused on this very
carefully orchestrated situation, are intended to precipitate stressful conditions for the
majority of ones there in the United States who are among the most dependant upon the
gas and oil—the middle class.

These mental stresses are causing not only an external distraction, but a very real
internal distraction that, if left unchecked (which is typical of the masses), will fester
and grow as ones become more and more unsettled. This is designed to cause a
“tension” in etheric space that is hoped to be used as a catalyst for igniting the
planned global war.
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This sort of manipulation is beyond the mental capacities of the so-called ―elite‖ puppets
who believe themselves to be in control of your world. Rather, this manipulation comes
from direct influence of negatively oriented, shall we say ―extra-dimensional‖ beings. These
beings are masters in the manipulation of energies, and are currently using their mastery in
such a manner as to enslave others and to keep ones from connecting within to Higher
Knowing and thus to accessing insights about the greater reality and nature of the game
being played at this time.

Your world is presently going through an upward dimensional shift (graduation or birthing).
There are great energies currently available to all of the inhabitants of your world that were
not as accessible just a few short years ago. These energies are neither good nor bad—
they simply ARE.

You ones decide how you will focus your energy at any given point in time. As your planet
continues to awaken in response to these ever-increasing (in both frequency and intensity)
energies, the ―average‖ ones who discipline themselves to tap into these energies have the
potential of bringing down the illusion that so many are caught-up in and yet see it not.

This enslaving illusion is fast approaching it’s disintegration point. These negatively
oriented ―extra-dimensional‖ entities have calculated that their window of opportunity for
effecting a desired negative impact will be closing in a relatively short period of time.

The events that are likely to be precipitated by these dark ones will become the very
catalyst that will, for the most part, act like a slingshot. There will be the apparent
backslipping as the sling is being pulled back or cocked. This will be a time of great tension
and hardship, and yet it will facilitate an inner stirring—a strong emotional desire for justice,
freedom, and a return to balance—and hence a call will go out unlike anything prior in the
history of your world. This call will summon forth great healing and balancing energies that
will empower and en-Light-en those who will, in turn, be given to see the Higher Soul-ution
to the seemingly hopeless situation.

These events can always be diverted through extreme focus and desire of a relatively
small few. What we speak of here is based upon our observation of current energy flows,
including their average frequency, amplitudes, and contours. Our mathematical constructs
give us both probabilities and possibilities.
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Please consider that many of you who are experiencing at this time are the same ones
who were experiencing on Maldek (the remnant of which is what you have come to know
as the Asteroid Belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter) and on Mars (which was
rendered virtually uninhabitable by its previous occupants). The karmic predisposition of
your world’s population is one that seems to opt for the harsher experiences, rather than
becoming diligent students of Life-Force Energy and therein finding a better way.

We of the Intergalactic Federation of Sovereign Planets in Service to The One Light,
Creator Source, have consulted with the Guardians of your world, a council of seven Page
46 The SPECTRUM MARCH 7, 2000 who were appointed Guardians at the time of your
solar system’s inception. And though we are somewhat limited as to what we can do—
based upon our moral and ethical standards which dictate that it is quite inappropriate to
interfere with the free-will choices of a species—we are being allowed EQUAL opportunity,
using the same ―extra-dimensional‖ energy-flow techniques as are being used by those
dark ones who are efforting greatly to ignite a great war—the true purpose of which would
be to create an environment that will spawn and precipitate anger, fear, and hate.

Such generated lower-emotional energies would help to neutralize the many awakening
souls on your planet and keep them in a low frequency state as long as is possible. The
intention is to keep ones from naturally gravitating to the higher frequency states of joy,
happiness, and love, wherein the inner connection to Higher-Infinite Intelligence (many call
this the Christ-consciousness) can be more readily achieved.

When this important connection is made by a Lightworker while incarnate, the end result
often has a very profoundly positive global effect. Such ones become powerful conduits of
Love, Balance, and Peace. Their example then awakens the same in many others.

[Editor’s note: Keep the above in mind when considering the ramifications of our Front
Page story about the Indigo Children and the ongoing attempts to drug them into a state of
ineffectiveness—or worse.]

Regardless of the atrocities you ones may witness, hold strong in your heart that the
physical is but an illusion that is precipitated from the non-physical energies which have
their origin within the creative imaginings of Creator Source—God of Light. The physical
vehicles you are housed within are not YOU. You—the real you—are of the finer energies
which transcend space and time, and which adhere only to the Laws of The Creation which
govern the Greater Reality responsible for sustaining the very small subset that you
commonly know as the physical universe.
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You all are a part of a much larger reality. The current experience is but a mere twinkling of
an eye when compared to the infinite journey of your soul. The seeming atrocities you may
experience are transient at best. They serve as opportunities for you each to have
experiences from which to draw contrast—what is personally perceived as appropriate or
inappropriate—and thus evolve in wisdom in how you choose and summon forth Creative
Energies in unique, balanced ways so as to forever create newness of experience which
leads to growth.

With the proper mental attitude and understanding, your spirit for life and living and
creating cannot be manipulated, usurped, or broken. Thus you become a beacon of
Light by which others will be able to see hope, and thus find inner comfort and
greater personal realization.

Do not take the illusion of the physical experience too seriously or literally. Seldom are the
situations with which you are confronted what they appear to be. For every seen action,
there is a more fundamental non physical energy flow which precedes and thus
precipitates (determines) the aforementioned physical action.

The key to truly understanding the cause of any physical happening lies in the
energy that precipitates it. Likewise, the key to creating a more balanced physical
experience lies in the precipitation of non physical energies. Learn to tap into and
modify that which precipitates the physical reality, and you will be well on your way
to understanding the true nature of the game you are participating within.

Many of the so-called ―elite‖ of your world know and practice what many of you, who will be
reading this message, would term ―the black arts of ritualistic magic‖ wherein they conjure,
in nonphysical space, vortices of energy potential that they then focus in very selfserving
manners to enslave the minds of the masses and thus usurp their energies.

The greatest threat to these ―elite‖ are those awakening beings who demonstrate the same
ability to summon forth (tap into) non-physical energies and use same to help all of
humanity. The ones, such as Christ and Buddha, who taught the use of non-physical
energies in order to establish balance and peace, were most often persecuted and greatly
feared by the ones who wished to remain in control of the populations. Such Wayshowers
have had their original teachings manipulated and, wherever possible, destroyed. The
many Christian teachings of the biblical scriptures have been modified to teach ones to
fear the use of non-physical energies, and will call such skills ―sorcery‖ and ―witchcraft‖—
yet the ones at the highest levels of the Church regularly perform ―secret‖ rituals that would
horrify the average churchgoer who has been dutifully trained to be fearful of same.
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I apologize for the apparent bluntness of this message, but for the most part our goal is to
answer the petitions of those who will most likely be reading this message both presently
and in the future—those of you who have the inner eyes to see, and the inner ears to hear.
Look within your heart and search carefully your feelings. Are you looking for that
―something‖ elusive that seems to be ―missing‖? Have you sat in many a church only to
leave not quite satisfied?

What is it that is missing? IT IS THE ENCOMPASSING EXPLANATION THAT YOU ARE
A CO-CREATOR!

Part of the reason you have chosen to participate in the physical experience is so that you
might have the opportunity to learn to responsibly use your ability as co-Creator to mold
and change your environment in such a manner that there becomes a great resonance
within your being that will, in turn, re-radiate Peace, Happiness, and Joy.

You are an immortal being—a unique spark of Creator Source’s Light and Desire—who
has chosen to take a ―class‖ called ―Physical Universe 101‖ wherein the goal is to learn,
through first-hand experience, to exercise your own creative abilities while appreciating the
uniqueness of each individual—and yet, at the same time, see the connectedness (the
Oneness), through The Creator, of each.

When you can see these things without the apparent paradox created as the mind wrestles
with the heart, you will have again taken a step forward along the evolutionary journey of
―life‖. Integration of the mind and heart allows one to more wisely precipitate unique
situations wherein newness of thought will be born, and thus you have fulfilled a very basic
desire of The Creation—that of newness, expansion, and growth.

You have at your disposal the same Creative Potential to effect change as do any of the
so-called ―elite‖ controllers of your world. Perhaps one of the greatest obstacles standing in
the way of the dark energies is the fact that the mind-numbing techniques they use to keep
the masses sleeping also make it very difficult to get these same masses too riled up. For
the most part, the majority of people have grown quite numb to shock.

However, those of you who are inclined toward (and have chosen to seek) this sort
of information are NOT numb. And the relatively small numbers of ones like you are
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the greatest threat to ones such as Clinton, Bush, Greenspan, or their counterparts
in other countries, for you represent the Light of Exposure and an end to their game.

Please take these words to heart, for they are meant to give insight without usurping your
free will. You must ultimately choose how it is you will focus and flow your energies.

You will have to choose whether to become part of the mass hysteria or to remain
balanced while your world is seemingly falling apart. And though the slingshot may be
being pulled even farther back, there will come a time when the masses go within and
connect with Source. At that time there will be a great release of the stored energy, and the
resulting infusion of Light will catapult your world forward into what many will end up calling
the ―Age of Radiance‖.

I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I come with the Host of God as promised, as a Messenger,
Guide, and as a Friend. I serve the Lighted aspects of The Creation. I do this through the
recognition of the Oneness of All That Is. To serve you, my brethren, is perhaps the
greatest tribute in understanding I can possibly make to Creator Source—God of Light—for
we are all ONE! In Light and Love, Salu.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

From The Spectrum [March 7, 2000]
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'FREEDOM'
By J. Krishnamurti
# 51 Oct 18, 2008

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 50TH QUESTION BROCKWOOD PARK 2ND QUESTION
& ANSWER MEETING 4TH SEPTEMBER 1980 'FREEDOM'
Question: What is freedom?
Many philosophers have written about freedom. We talk of freedom - freedom to do
what we like, to have any job we like, freedom to choose a woman or a man, freedom to
read any book, or freedom not to read at all. We are free, and what do we do with that
freedom? We use that freedom to express ourselves, to do whatever we like. More and
more life is becoming permissive - you can have sex in the open park or garden.
We have every kind of freedom and what have we done with it. We think that where
there is choice we have freedom. I can go to Italy or France: a choice. But does choice
give freedom? Why do we have to choose? If you are very clear, perceive purely, there is
no choice. Out of that comes right action. It is only when there is doubt and uncertainty that
we begin to choose. So choice, if you will forgive my saying so, prevents freedom.
The totalitarian states have no freedom at all, because they have the idea that freedom
brings about the degeneration of man. Therefore they control, suppress - you know what is
happening.
So what is freedom? Is it based on choice? Is it to do exactly what we like? Some
psychologists say, if you feel something, do not suppress, restrain or control it, but express
it immediately. And we are doing that very well, too well. And this is also called freedom. Is
throwing bombs freedom? - just look what we have reduced our freedom to!
Does freedom lie out there, or here? Where do you begin to search for freedom? In the
outward world, where you express whatever you like, the so-called individual freedom, or
does freedom begin inwardly, which then expresses itself intelligently outwardly? You
understand my question? freedom exists only when there is no confusion inside me, when
I am psychologically and religiously not to be caught in any trap - you understand? There
are innumerable traps: gurus, saviours, preachers, excellent books, psychologists and
psychiatrists; they are all traps. And if I am confused and there is disorder, must I not first
be free of that disorder before I talk of freedom? If I have no relationship with my wife, my
husband or another - because our relationships are based on images - there is conflict
which is inevitable where there is division. So should I not begin here, inside me, in my
mind, in my heart, to be totally free of all fears, anxieties, despairs and the hurts and
wounds that one has received through some psychic disorder? Watch all that for oneself
and be free of it!
But apparently we have not the energy. We go to another to give us energy. By talking
to a psychiatrist we feel relieved - confession and all the rest of it. Always depending on
somebody else. And that dependence inevitably brings conflict and disorder. So one has to
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begin to understand the depth and the greatness of freedom; one must begin with that
which is nearest, oneself. The greatness of freedom, real freedom, the dignity, the beauty
of it, is in oneself when there is complete order. And that order comes only when we are a
light to ourselves.

http://tchl.freeweb.hu/index.html

Research this man, I had never heard of him before tonight. At any rate, look over this
piece closely. I keep telling so many of you, STOP the FOLLOWING, you make yourself
"lesser than."
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On Loneliness
By J Krishnamurti
# 52 Nov 2, 2008

THE FIRST AND LAST FREEDOM QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS QUESTION 6 'ON
LONELINESS'
Question: I am beginning to realize that I am very lonely. What am I to do?
Krishnamurti: The questioner wants to know why he feels loneliness? Do you know
what loneliness means and are you aware of it? I doubt it very much, because we have
smothered ourselves in activities, in books, in relationships, in ideas which really prevent
us from being aware of loneliness. What do we mean by loneliness? it is a sense of being
empty, of having nothing, of being extraordinarily uncertain, with no anchorage anywhere.
It is not despair, nor hopelessness. but a sense of void, a sense of emptiness and a sense
of frustration. I am sure we have all felt it, the happy and the unhappy, the very, very active
and those who are addicted to knowledge. They all know this. It is the sense of real
inexhaustible pain, a pain that cannot be covered up, though we do try to cover it up.
Let us approach this problem again to see what is actually taking place, to see what you
do when you feel lonely. You try to escape from your feeling of loneliness, you try to get on
with a book, you follow some leader, or you go to a cinema, or you become socially very,
very active, or you go and worship and pray, or you paint, or you write a poem about
loneliness. That is what is actually taking place. Becoming aware of loneliness, the pain of
it, the extraordinary and fathomless fear of it, you seek an escape and that escape
becomes more important and therefore your activities, your knowledge, your gods, your
radios all become important, don't they? When you give importance to secondary values,
they lead you to misery and chaos; the secondary values are inevitably the sensate values;
and modern civilization based on these gives you this escape - escape through your job,
your family, your name, your studies, through painting etc; all our culture is based on that
escape. Our civilization is founded on it and that is a fact.
Have you ever tried to be alone? When you do try, you will feel how extraordinarily
difficult it is and how extraordinarily intelligent we must be to be alone, because the mind
will not let us be alone. The mind becomes restless, it busies itself with escapes, so what
are we doing? We are trying to fill this extraordinary void with the known. We discover how
to be active, how to be social; we know how to study, how to turn on the radio. We are
filling that thing which we do not know with the things we know. We try to fill that emptiness
with various kinds of knowledge, relationship or things. Is that not so? That is our process,
that is our existence. Now when you realize what you are doing, do you still think you can
fill that void? You have tried every means of filling this void of loneliness. Have you
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succeeded in filling it? You have tried cinemas and you did not succeed and therefore you
go after your gurus and your books or you become very active socially. Have you
succeeded in filling it or have you merely covered it up? If you have merely covered it up, it
is still there; therefore it will come back. If you are able to escape altogether then you are
locked up in an asylum or you become very, very dull. That is what is happening in the
world.
Can this emptiness, this void, be filled? If not, can we run away from it, escape from it?
If we have experienced and found one escape to be of no value, are not all other escapes
therefore of no value? It does not matter whether you fill the emptiness with this or with
that. So-called meditation is also an escape. It does not matter much that you change your
way of escape.
How then will you find what to do about this loneliness? You can only find what to do
when you have stopped escaping. Is that not so? When you are willing to face what is which means you must not turn on the radio, which means you must turn your back to
civilization - then that loneliness comes to an end, because it is completely transformed. It
is no longer loneliness. If you understand what is then what is is the real. Because the
mind is continuously avoiding, escaping, refusing to see what is it creates its own
hindrances. Because we have so many hindrances that are preventing us from seeing, we
do not understand what is and therefore we are getting away from reality; all these
hindrances have been created by the mind in order not to see what is. To see what is not
only requires a great deal of capacity and awareness of action but it also means turning
your back on everything that you have built up, your bank account, your name and
everything that we call civilization. When you see what is, you will find how loneliness is
transformed.
http://www.freeweb.hu/tchl/the_first_and_last_freedom/1953-0000_the_first_and_last_freedom_questions_and_answers_question_6_'on_loneliness'.html

Candace: To escape loneliness, is to NOT create. Being "lonely" is the place of creation. I
KNOW, for I journey there regularly. If you persist in running after escapes which now
includes television, as the above piece was from a book written in 1953, The First and
Last Freedom, (thus the radio comment), you will not find the creative process. Deep
Loneliness is a great place, if you don't escape it, at least on a regular basis. For there you
find God, which is yourself. For it is there you determine what plagues you and find the
solution. It is there, in my own intense lifelong loneliness that AbundantHope was born.
This piece came from this website, http://www.freeweb.hu/tchl/index.html
which houses J Krishnamurti's works. I highly recommend this material, it is thought
provoking and way better than the new age crap on this planet right now. Journey here,
rather than all these lollypop channels putting out fake and shallow information. This
material by this man is the real deal. Learn to spend time with your own self, in that lonely
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place, and you will grow. A lot of you are escaping into new age. Some of it is good, but
most is just plain shit.
And as part of my preparations I needed to be exposed to the material out there, and I
found most of it that I read, merely created escapism. And that is the point also of religion,
escapism.
Journey with this man if you must journey in your lonliness, and you should journey in it. I
hope all of you are LONELY. For you will not fix this world, if you are NOT Lonely.
Abundance is found in Loneliness. This man's material will produce perhaps in some of
you some profound real thinking. I have not be overall pleased by "new age." This
material is much better. Much of the new age movement is the creation of the Satanists,
and that is covered in the PJ's I might add here.

I have recommended Zeitgeist, because you see, when we find technology to replace
mundane work and the like, we will be LONELY, and have little escapism, and we will find
our creative abilities. The dark side places all sorts of escapism activities in front of you, so
that you do not become Lonely, so that you can't truly find the God within. Ponder it.

Bless Loneliness. And find your inner self. Find the pain that proposes you create. My little
story in The Miracle That is Me, "Finding my Unfinished Business" was born of my great
loneliness. And that day, I made the decision to stay in this world, rather than escaping it.
You can escape it two ways. You can check out, or you "follow" the bullshit and play the
escape games, which include by the way, many computer games.
This whole election process that apparently has drawn in many people this year, many
finding it exciting, is at the height, an escapist game. People must stop looking for a
messiah in the President, and find the messiah within themselves. It would seem the
people are merely looking for another person to solve their woes. What change is it they
want? Do they even know? Do they have any idea what is truly "broken" that needs
change? For the most part, I don't think so, they have simply bought into a set of false
entertaining problems proposed on TV. Escapism.

The Connection to Creator, the finding of ones creative abilities is never found outside
one's self. NEVER. It is found in the lonely moments with God, in the dissatisfaction with
the entertainments of this world. In this dissatisfaction with the games of this world. In this
co dependence with the distractions of this world, is found insanity. In chasing money is
found insanity. In chasing anything of this world, is found insanity. In the quiet moments
with God, is found the SANE.
There are people who find me insane, but I will stand and claim, that I am completely
sane, especially in my times of loneliness. For that is where I find true reality, not
manufactured reality.
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Discerning For Yourself The ―Reality‖ Of Hatonn
By 10/3/99 - Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
# 53 Nov 13, 2008

10/3/99 - Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, of the Intergalactic Federation
of Sovereign Planets (English translation). I come in the Light of Creator Source—The One
who created you and me both.
There has been much confusion generated by the recent events unfolding regarding the
use of the name ―Hatonn‖. You ones have been caused to go within and discern for
yourselves what is truth and what is not regarding this issue. This is as it should be and as
it SHALL BE! I will not ever tell you that I am real, nor will I tell you that another is NOT
real.
Reality is a personal condition and perception. If you believe a thing to be real, then it is
real for you. Your thoughts are for YOU to choose, and not for me to dictate to you.
I do suggest that you ones look carefully at those who claim to be doing God’s work, when
all the while their actions (the fruits of their labors) are consistent with those of immature,
reactionary children. I have no need to beat any of you ones in the physical over the head
with continual, nonstop bashing. I have much better endeavors to focus upon at this time of
your planetary transition.
My mission is to ensure that a remnant survives this planetary transition. A remnant will
survive, and it will be of those who individually choose to do so. You choose through
actions and understanding, rather than through words mouthed out loud or on paper.
Those who choose to remain in the physical will have a great need to go within and
recognize those thoughts, ideas, and beliefs that are based in fear, anger, apathy and
such, and learn to let go of them.
There have been many erroneous statements and assumptions made as to who is scribing
the ―Hatonn‖ writings in The SPECTRUM. This one (my scribe writing now) is the one who
has been asked to take on this responsibility—as another [Doris Ekker], who was intended
to bring forth these Messages, has succumbed to a great many subtle distractions, and
has, by personal choice, made it nearly impossible for a clear Message to be received.
The person writing this Message was told privately, several years ago, that the one who
used to write for me (my longtime scribe referred to above) would announce to the world
who this present scribe is. Though this present writer had pictured the scenario quite
differently in his mind, he has come to grips with the fact that it has happened—just not the
way in which he thought it would.
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My scribe’s name is Norey Latona. This is the name given to him at birth, by his parents,
and is not a pen name. [Nor was this one given a middle name.] You will note that ―Aton‖
centers his last name in the same way it does my own.
Let us please write this one’s name a little differently and you will perhaps notice a
revelation of sorts: ―NoreyL-Aton-a‖. This indicates, phonetically translated, the name
―Noriel of Aton‖. If you ones look up in your angel books the name ―Noriel‖, you will see
that it means ―the fire of God‖. For those new readers, ―Aton‖ is the name the ancient
Egyptians used for the Sun-God that symbolically represents The One Giver of Light-Life.
Aton literally translates into modern English as ―The One Light‖.
There are always clues, and each wears a sign.
This one does not desire public attention. However, there is a time and place for all that
unfolds, and as I, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, see it, NOW is the proper time for this
information to be revealed.
This scribe has written for the past several years for me, as well as for many other entities
from the Higher Realms. Not all of his writings have been published. He is not perfect, and
has made mistakes along his chosen path. He is the major contributor to the two (so far)
Wisdom Of the Rays: The Masters Teach volumes, along with several other gifted
receivers who all shy away from public notoriety.
If this one tires and desires a rest or to stand aside, then worry not, for there will always be
another waiting to take up the pen and carry the work forward. Each must make a free-will
choice to enter into and remain in service with we of the Host of God; never will we
threaten or coerce any of you, in any way whatsoever.
Those who resort to such tactics are serving a master who thrives on low-frequency
emotional energy such as is generated when one is fearful, angry, jealous, frustrated and
such. These low-level Entities will repeat, over and over, blatant lies for as long as they will
serve the purpose of causing confusion, reactionary anger, or any other low-frequency
emotions. These Dark ones thrive on propagating such negativity, as they literally attach
themselves, in a parasitic manner, to those who fall for their trap.
This repetitive blathering is, in and of itself, one of the most basic forms of mind control and
manipulation. It is used, over and over again, because it is effective—and it works until it
either burns-out its host, or the host wakes up enough to realize that he/she is being
manipulated and used.
We told you ones, many months ago, that the Adversary would use tricks that you have
never seen before. Are not hATONn or hATONn distortions of my name? Why would ―I‖
need to resort to such distracting confusions?
Moreover, does simply saying ―Hatonn in Light‖ actually say that the entity making such a
pronouncement IS Hatonn? (It most surely is correct to state that Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
operates in The Light, but that in no way automatically extrapolates to a similar state
concerning the entity making the above statement—though a Master Trickster would like
you to fall for the inference!) Is such as this an intentional manipulation designed to trick
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you into ASSUMING that the entity is me, Hatonn? These are tricks that are well within the
boundaries of the Master Manipulator’s game play.
We of the Host of God of Light have no need to resort to such tricks concerning our
identifications. We leave you each, as individuals, to make note of these things and decide
for yourselves what is valid and what is not.
Always look at the actions of ones claiming to be doing God’s work. Do they belittle
others? If so, then what is the purpose of such ridicule? Ridicule and intimidation only
serve to propagate low-frequency emotions in others and thus facilitate mind control.
Do these Darkly overshadowed ones seem to make up such fantastic tales as to cause
you to think: ―Surely it must be true, for no reasonable person would make up such an
utterly fantastic story.‖? Is the one [Doris Ekker] writing such stories the perpetual victim? If
so, then perhaps it is possible to discern a chronic pattern of manipulation. It is a known
fact that, if a lie is repeated enough times, over and over, the mind becomes numb and
thus becomes programmed into believing the lie. This is much like how the hypnotherapist
works: numb (distract) the conscious mind and then introduce suggestions into the
subconscious.
There are always clues offered in the form of actions taken. These clues are available to
you each, if you but look. Each of you can, and will, find that you will naturally choose the
path that is correct for you. There are great distractions all about you, and YOU will have to
decide what you choose to believe and what you choose not to believe.
There is no such thing as failure in the game of physical expression. Each perceived error
in discernment or judgment that you make will have resulted in a path choice that will
amplify what you thought to be valid until the error in discernment becomes evident and
thereby you are led to discern a clearer (truer) picture of the Greater Reality.
The next time you are faced with such a challenge (choice), you will find that you are now
better able to discern a wiser path due to the newfound knowledge from having traveled
down the less desirable road. Thus the cycles are such that everyone will eventually come
into a greater understanding, and continue to progress along the spiritual path of continued
growth.
You cannot “get it wrong”—EVER! However, you will find that, when you are
fulfilling your true purpose and your true mission, there will be great joy in your life
and you will be filled with a sense of fulfillment and accomplishment. The farther
you depart from your ideal path (set by your Higher Self), the worse you will feel.
This is simply your Inner Guidance system performing its function.
If you feel completely ―stressed out‖ and ―at the end of your rope‖, then I suggest you look
back to a point just before this feeling started to become chronic in your life, and examine
what choices and decisions you made at that time. You will likely find that you made a
choice in haste or in a reactionary state of anger, hurt, or such. These low-frequency
emotional states often lead to making irrational choices that subsequently lead you in a
direction that is off-purpose and out-of-alignment with the purpose of your Higher Self.
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Doing God’s work, walking the path of the Lightworker, is always a challenge, but so too is
it immensely rewarding and fulfilling. SELFLESSLY GIVING is the key to the door that will
help reestablish balance in your life. Giving in this manner will ALWAYS result in a return
energy-flow that will raise your frequency.
The next major step is forgiveness. Forgive those whom you perceive have come against
you. And, most importantly, give to yourself forgiveness for those things you hold onto and
about which you are inclined to feel guilt, anger, frustration and such.
Let those ones who continually attack you go their own way. Pay no more attention to
these ones who act as if there is nothing else going on in their lives of any real importance,
so much so that they feel inclined to find fault in others rather than spend their energy
finding and correcting their own faults. These ones are not acting in a giving manner; they
are trying desperately to hold onto the past and attack anyone who would move forward
without them.
[Editor’s Note: The above wise advice, though having obvious general application, was
offered in specific response to those who were following the lead of Doris and E.J. Ekker in
viciously and repeatedly attacking the start-up, several months earlier, of The SPECTRUM
publication, often through the false use of Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s byline in their own
publication.]
It is the age-old adage that those who are moving forward are always feared (and thus
attacked) by those who are lagging behind. Your world history is full of such examples.
This Message is in response to many petitions being formed in the minds of you ones who
have been asking for Guidance and Assistance along these lines. If this Message finds
you, then take from it what is meant for you, and leave that which is not.
These words come through physical hands, and the ideas and concepts herein are meant
to trigger, within your thoughts, a personal sense of understanding. These words are
neither absolute, nor are they perfect in representation. May these words help lead you to
the insights and understanding that you desire.
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I come in Light and Service to The One Light, Creator
Source—Aton. Let there be NO confusion as to who I AM.
--------Original URL: http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/99-10-3h.html
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Put Excuses Aside And Recognize Your Power!
By 12/12/98 - Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec
# 54 Dec 7, 2008

12/12/98 - Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec
Good evening, my friend. It is I, Toniose Soltec, come in the Radiant One Light of Creator
Source. Be at peace.
Those of you who are attentive to such things have noticed that both volcanic and
earthquake activity have increased again around your planet as of late. Because all is
connected to all, you can see in this activity (which is due to the rising ―blood pressure‖ of
Mother Earth) a reflection-reaction from the increasing stress-energy being emitted by
many ones this Holiday Season. Many feel ―in the air‖ a tension of underlying unrest and
discontent, despite the superficial flurry of activity and glitter, as society continues to fall
apart and spin downward into ever worsening moral decay—in blatant and unsettling
contrast to the True Meaning of the Season.
Allow for the unfolding ―drama‖ of life and living to present its challenges and lessons. This
is what all of you have come to planet Earth-Shan to experience at this time. You each
have come for important lessons, and lessons you are getting. Offer a helping hand to
those who ask for assistance, and recognize and allow for those who wish to forego such
assistance.
Many quickly forget that ALL aspects of the physical experience have growth opportunity—
not just what is foremost on your mind. This is to say that, though you may be preoccupied
with one small aspect or challenge at this point in time, it does NOT mean this one thing is
really very important at all. It may simply be a distraction that is keeping you from doing (or
seeing) the Greater Truth.
If you are having car troubles, and you are worried about losing your job because you
cannot get to work, this may seem all-important to you in the moment. But, what if the very
next moment you get a call and find out that your child (or some close relative or friend)
was in an ―accident‖ and is in intensive care, fighting for their life? Are the car troubles still
THAT important?
What is it you are overly fixated upon that is so ―important‖? What is motivating you to
fixate upon this ―major‖ dilemma? Do you find that others suffer because of the narrowness
of your focus? The point here is to help you ones become aware of a more balanced,
broader picture. Many of you, through your physical actions, show the world your lack of
understanding as to how the physical ―game‖ works.
You are each creators of your own experience and reality. You choose what you will focus
your attention and desire upon. You choose the path you will walk in this life experience.
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All creation is born in the form of desire. This desire summons forth the energies
(dimensional forces not limited to a standard definition of the term) that begin to physically
manifest the heartfelt emotional equivalent to your desire.
If you desire money, yet you hold anxiety in your heart while seeking this desire, you will
have greater and greater anxiety along with your money. The more money you get, the
greater your anxiety will be.
Likewise, if you desire an ―ideal‖ relationship, but associate great loneliness in your heart
with this desire, you will summon forth relationships that leave you feeling lonely.
Hold first the feelings of joy and happiness in your heart, and from that place state
your desire. Then you will find that you will begin manifesting joy and happiness in
all aspects of your experience!
Many of you are in a constant state of overwhelm, and the pressures of perceived
commitments seem to be building at an ever increasing rate. Learn to let go of the belief
that YOU have to do it all. No, you do not!
Remember your basic “creative manifestation” lessons, especially about the Law of
Giving and Regiving. Learn to give with love in your heart, and so too shall love be
forever re-given to you. Learn to feel fulfillment in the most mundane of tasks, and
you will find ever increasing fulfillment in every other part of your life.
The process of creative manifestation (whether it be positive or negative) is one which
builds momentum and inertia. There is always an amplification of the energy (emotion) that
you put into everything you create.
Many of you do not take the time to sit quietly and consciously feel the emotions related to
your desires. When you think about money, is it an overwhelming feeling of ―not enough‖,
or is it a feeling of ―total abundance without end‖? When you think about finding Mr. or Mrs.
Right, do you feel ―anxiety and loneliness‖ about not finding that one, or do you feel a
pleasant ―anticipation and excitement‖?
Believe it or not, there are many on your world who don’t worry about such things.
They tend to keep in mind that “larger picture” perspective I mentioned earlier in
this Message. These are the ones whose flames burn bright with the innate knowing
that the physical experience is to be enjoyed as a precious gift and not despised as
a worrisome chore.
Many of you of Ground Crew come from experiences of advanced thinking and great
balance. The environment in which you now find yourselves is one of contradictions, lies,
and outright suppression. This causes you ones to be very confused, and thus emit a
vibrational frequency that is opposite to that which you believe you are offering.
Again: Do whatever it takes for you to get yourself feeling really good—which means letting
go of worries and fears. And THEN (and only then) state your desires to the Universe, and
hold the associated feelings of anticipation and joy in your heart, along with the conscious
desire. THIS IS THE KEY TO HAVING A HAPPY AND PRODUCTIVE LEARNING
EXPERIENCE!
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We of the Host of God bear witness to the fact that MANY of you of our awakened Ground
Crew entertain such thoughts as: ―I wish I could make my transition (death) NOW, and get
the hell out of this insane mess.‖
SUCH THOUGHTS ARE IN DIRECT CONTRADICTION TO THOSE OF YOUR HIGHER
KNOWING SELF!
This situation will always cause you to emit a ―jangled‖ energy signal, for there will be an
inner anxiety associated with such contradicting thoughts and desires—ALWAYS!
Many of you ignore your Inner Guidance (emotional signals offered by your Higher Self,
connected to Source, in response to your conscious thoughts) and justify the entertainment
of the negativity by saying (or thinking) such things as: ―I’ve had enough!‖ or ―It’s too hard!‖
or ―I can’t take it anymore!‖ and ―I want to leave!‖
These are self-imposed limitations. You create a condition that is akin to having a foot
planted almost as firmly on the brake pedal of your automobile (out of fear) as you do on
the gas. In this mode of ―driving‖ there’s a lot of wasted effort and any forward progress is
a much more ―painful‖ and struggling endeavor than it needs to be.
You are each co-creators capable of creating planets, stars, galaxies, and universes.
Yet you claim that your present experience is “too hard”!?! If this is too hard, then
you are most definitely not ready to handle the responsibilities of managing a
planet, solar system, galaxy, or universe—let alone the responsibility of creating
same!
You are each efforting toward a greater understanding of your own Inner Potential as an
infinite, creating being born of the Mind and Desire of Creator Source. You each are on a
path of SELF discovery. As you progress along your personal pathway, you will begin to
realize the true importance of the basic lessons many of you are struggling with during
these times of challenge.
All that you learn will be needed and necessary for all of your future growth
challenges. There is no end to the cycles of growth. There is no end to the expanse
of your being. You are a facet of Creator God, manifest in infinite form and infinite
desire. Just as there is no limit to the number of times you can divide a number or
count forever higher in sequence by adding 1 to the previous number, there are no
limits to the Potential of your being—except perhaps those you conjure in your own
mind and hold for self to be true.
It is a difficult concept for the conscious physical person to accept, because your physical
environment is one of perceived boundaries and limitations. But eventually, if your
civilization does not destroy itself, you will find that ALL of the ―impossible‖ things will
become, one day, quite possible.
Less than a hundred years ago the general belief on your planet was that it was impossible
to reach the Moon, let alone neighboring planets. Today that limiting belief has mostly
vanished from the consciousness of man.
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One day there will be the vanishment of the idea that anyone is ever a ―victim‖ of anything,
for your society will move forward in understanding and recognition of the inner worlds of
the creative mind and soul—and how there is a direct correlation between what you think
and feel, and what manifests in your experience.
All of you who read, understand and apply these concepts are doing your part to bring forth
this advancement upon your world!
Many of your forefront researchers are running into this very phenomenon as they are
using ever more sensitive equipment for monitoring changes in physical parameters such
as temperature, voltage, light frequency shifts and such. Many are quite hesitant to talk
about such ―spooky‖ phenomena, for they would have to admit to observing a nonphysical, mind-matter interaction—and here you have current scientific philosophy and true
spiritual philosophy bumping into one another!
Please go within and find KNOWING (inner confirmation) that the challenges of life
you are faced with at this time in the physical are indeed quite within your abilities
to work with—as well as being unique, wonderful, and WORTHWHILE! Each of you
entered your current experience with a great eagerness and joyful anticipation
toward experiencing during such a unique time as now exists upon planet Earth.
Besides, you haven’t even made it to the “good” part yet!
Let not the conscious, ego-based fears paralyze your mind with such negative feelings as
to lead to overwhelm. You are each infinite beings who are quite able, at any time, to stand
up and set aside the ego and say, for instance: ―I was wrong to worry about trivial things
like money (or any such physically limiting idea). I’ve no need for such distractions. Let me
get on with that which my heart tells me is truly important!‖
Learn to discern what your Guidance is telling you. And if your Guidance is seemingly not
in harmony with your heart, then ALWAYS seek clarification within the perfection of God
and Truth.
Sometimes the answer will be to take an action that you’ve been afraid to take, but deep
down inside you know you should. Often the answer will be to recognize and overcome a
limiting fear, else the same situation is bound to repeat and repeat until you do. Being
honest with self will go a long way toward helping you to not fall for the Adversarial ―easy
way out‖ of your growth challenges.
The popular path of the masses around you is one of external (physical) gratification, not
inner (spiritual) growth. First find peace and balance within, and you will always manifest a
solid, balanced foundation for your external experiences. Seek always the best long-term
soul-ution, and you will find that your outer experiences will be infinitely more satisfying as
well.
Be determined to invest the time and energy to recognize, interpret and ACT upon what
your Guidance is telling you. This is fundamental to maximizing your current growth
experience—especially at this most important time of a Planetary Transition event.
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I am Ceres Anthonious ―Toniose‖ Soltec, come as Teacher and Guide. May you find the
inner fulfillment of your heart’s deepest desires. In the Light (Pure Energy) of Creator God,
SALU!
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―The Voice Of Truth Shall Be Heard Throughout The
Land‖
By Esu Sananda
# 55 Dec 11, 2008

8/17/01 and 9/2/01 - Esu “Jesus” Sananda
http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/01-8-17e.html
Esu Sananda present in Radiance. I come in service to the Father and unto The Creation.
Let there be no mistake about WHO I AM. Darkness is no part of my being. Indeed, the
Adversary cannot stand in the presence of Light and Truth.
All are open to receive the messages of Truth I bring. Yet, those steeped in fear and anger
and greed and ill-intent choose to listen to another drummer, for their path is twisted and
distorted by choices which serve only to mislead and entangle.
I come to you this day, on the anniversary of the [1987] Harmonic Convergence, for the
voice of Truth shall be heard throughout the land. It is not for ―the chosen‖ or ―the elect‖
that I speak, for ALL are God’s children. And yet, through the choices that man makes, it is
a Truth that few shall be chosen, though many are called.
I do not come to you as some New-Age guru—God forbid! I come to you as LIGHT
ITSELF, as God Energy Manifest. Your planet is still so steeped in Darkness that even
now it is difficult to penetrate the thick cloud that hangs over your atmosphere, keeping
God’s children oppressed in superstition and ignorance!
I come that people know the true from the false. I do not come to act as a balm to your
rattled nerves. I come to tear back the sheets, to uncover the Darkness, and speak Truth,
so that those of Godly intent may know that which has happened to them to keep them in
bondage.
The Kingdom of God is within you! It is not in a church, in a building, in a doctrine of any
kind. It is in the innocence of the child, and in the kindness of a gentle word and a soft
touch. Oh, beloved, why have you of Earth distorted and misunderstood my teaching? You
must love another as self. Don’t you see? It is so easy, and yet so difficult, it seems.
Your preachers and evangelists have misled you. I come to expose them, for those deeds
of misleading many souls shall have dire consequences indeed! Harsh? No, just. I have
come to SEPARATE the wheat from the chaff, and this I shall do, for I know well those who
have served my cause with honor and those who have only served self!
Beloved, those who teach you to shun the Light are wrong! Embrace the Light, for
contained therein is all knowledge, all love, all matter of Creation. Do not listen to those
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adversarial speakers who teach of embracing the Darkness and the void, for they are
deceivers and liars.
Ask of God for protection and truth, and it shall be given! The call DOES compel the
answer, and the intent determines your experience. Choose life, choose love, choose to
walk the path of goodness and joy. It is right before you. What have you to fear?
There is no death for those who live according to the Laws of Creation. Therefore, do your
part to make this a better world.
Reach forth your hand and embrace whatever problems you feel you may have, and solve
them. This experience of life in this dimension is a gift of service. Do not waste it on worry
and anger. Rather, ask yourself: ―What can I do to make this a better place?‖ And then DO
IT! There are NO LIMITS to what self may accomplish or become within the goodness of
Lighted intent. Stop limiting and start creating, for the service you create shall be multiplied
a hundred fold.
To those who say that Lucifer is the Bright Morning Star, the Brightest Light, therefore shun
The Light (Creator Source), I say: By their fruits you shall know them.
Examine the message. What does it advocate? How does your heart feel when you read
the message? Are you thrown into a state of conflict and turmoil and frustration and
confusion? THESE are the earmarks of the Adversary, the Master Deceiver himself!
If, on the other hand, the message is solidifying, calming, and brings answers to your
unspoken questions, then call for God’s protection, take it within, and decide for self that
which is true and that which is false. Have your false, so-called ―experts‖ not deceived you
long enough? Why do you fear the responsibility of determining for self that which is of
God?
God IS all Knowledge, all Light, all Compassion, all Love. Why do you not know this? God
allows you to determine your own path through the choices you make. Are you pleased
with your choices? No? Then make new ones! Step forth, for fear will only hold you back
and confine you. In love and joy, ALL THINGS are possible. KNOW IT!
Ask yourself:
Does this one have a ―vested interest‖ in keeping me bound to them?
Does the false church leader have a reason to continue to keep his hands in your pockets?
Does that one preach Truth? Or does that one bring fear?
Why, oh why do you not examine the causes of your bondage? The locks of the cell of
bondage are a creation by self. Only self may unlock the door, through Knowledge, which
is God.
KNOW, and you shall become free from the shackles that bind you.
Take my hand and let us walk this journey in joy and service.
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To those who would distort and twist my message of Truth I say: stand back, for none shall
stop me! And to the Adversary I say directly: your days are numbered!
Go in peace and service.
In Light and Service to The Creation, I am Sananda—Esu of old.

ESU “JESUS” SANANDA
This reproduction is from an actual photograph taken on June 1, 1961 in Chichen Itza,
Yucatan, by one of thirty archaeologists working in the area at the time. Esu Sananda
appeared in visible, tangible body and permitted his photograph to be taken.
9/2/01 - Esu “Jesus” Sananda
Esu present in Light and in service to God, for the greater good of the Creation. Yes, the
space is clear. I come in response to your petition, for the call compels the answer.
There are many myths that I wish to dispel, and many misunderstandings of my teaching
that I wish to clarify. How may you even discern truth when the interpretations and
translations presented unto you are different? Who is right? Which translation is correct?
Which is complete, and which altered? You have no way of knowing, in truth.
Let me give you one small example of what I mean:
The Holy Bible (King James Version), Matthew 19:13-15
Then were there brought unto him little children, that he should put his hands on them, and
pray: and the disciples rebuked them. But Jesus said, ―Suffer little children, and forbid
them not, to come unto me: for of such is the kingdom of heaven.‖
Matthew 18:3-4
And he said, ―Verily I say unto you, Except ye be converted, and become as little children,
ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven. Whosoever therefore shall humble himself
as this little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of heaven.‖
The Holy Bible, From The Ancient Eastern Text (George M. Lamsa’s translation from the
Aramaic of the Peshitta, directly into English), Matthew 19:13-15
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Then they brought little children to him, that he might lay his hand on them and pray; and
his disciples rebuked them. But Jesus said to them, ―Allow the little children to come to me,
and do not stop them; for the kingdom of heaven is for such as these.‖
Matthew 18:3-4
And he said, ―Truly I say to you, unless you change and become like little children, you
shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven. ―Whoever therefore will humble himself like this
little child, shall be great in the kingdom of heaven.‖
The Talmud Of Jmmanuel (The Clear Translation in English and German), Chapter 19,
―The Thought Of A Child‖
It happened that the disciples stepped up to Jmmanuel and said, ―Who is the greatest in
spirit?‖ Jmmanuel called a child, placed the youth among them. And spoke, ―Truly, I say to
you: Unless you change and become like the children, you will not become great in spirit.
Those who search, seek, and gather understanding and thirst for knowledge like this child
will be great in spirit. Those who search, seek, and find like such a child will always reach
their fullest potential within themselves. But they who do not heed this truth, follow false
teachings, and neither search nor find, would be better off with a millstone hung around
their necks and drowned in the deepest sea. Truly, there is no sense in life and no fulfilling
of its meaning without searching, seeking, and finding.‖
Do you glean the same understanding from each of these messages?
Not only are children without sin, but they are open, joyful, curious about the world around
them, and eager to explore and learn new things.
It is a small example, yet one in which there is room for interpretation; therefore clear
understanding is lost.
And so it is with so many of the parables which were given for the time in which they were
presented, within the historical and cultural context of the town or country in which they
were given.
Your world is so different now, filled with noises and distractions that were unknown in the
period of the Bible. The lessons must be taught within the new historical context of the time
period in which you each are experiencing.
Your world is accelerating in its evolutionary cycle. Your time is speeding up at such a rate
that you have little time to complete that which is started, little time to do that which must
be done, and yet it is all the time you have to work with.
It is as it is, and it shall accelerate at an even faster pace, making it a time for careful
choices. So that which is done is of utmost importance, and that which is not important
shall simply not be done.
This is a period of great introspection and reflection, a time of evaluation of priorities and
relationships. It is a time to smooth the rough edges, and to calm the turbulent spirit. For
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only within the quiet reflection of prayer or meditation may you truly communicate with
Spirit, with God the Father.
―The Kingdom of God is within you.‖ What does this mean?
Does it mean that there is no God, except that Spark within you? No, no, and no!
Man’s soul, his Lighted soul-spirit, which is etheric, merged within the body of man upon
birth, is a gift from God, within the Creation. This Lighted soul-essence is the direct ―cord‖
or ―cable‖ connection to God, if you want to think of it in those terms; it is your link to the
beyond, to the stars, to heaven. That cable, that cord, that ―silver cord‖ as some call it, is
your ―Internet‖ of the future. It is sacred.
There is but one God, the magnificent. But God does indeed have MANY who assist within
the heavenly and cosmic reaches, and they have been called ―the Hosts‖ or ―the heavenly
Host‖. What would you call them? Angels is fine, if you wish.
The fact remains: there are many unlimited beings of Light, who serve God willingly, who
are eternal beings, and who do respond to petitions for help and/or guidance. These are
LIGHTED BEINGS OF GOD AND THEY ARE NOT ADVERSARIAL BEINGS SENT OF
LUCIFER. Please understand the difference.
The Adversary, in his overshadowing of mankind, would have all beings stop petitioning
God for help, understanding, wisdom—thereby effectively cutting-off your internal ―Internet‖
connection to Spirit, and thus limiting human knowledge and understanding.
NO! NO! NO!
Fear is that which paralyzes those who believe certain concepts which are based in
ignorance. It is alright, but do not cease your youthful, child-like quest for knowledge and
understanding, lest you become locked within the cell of constraint, ignorance, fear, and
Evil overshadowment.
Those of the evangelical preachings are wrong. Lucifer has overshadowed many beings
on Earth, it is true. But there are the Hosts of God of Light, the One True God, who are
here at this time, ready and available to assist those who will but ask.
Those Lighted Guides are being stifled in their work of helping the planet due to the fear
that is being generated by evangelical preachers who say to not listen to any voices in
direct response to your own prayers. And yet who do they say they are hearing from each
Sunday when they preach? Do God’s messengers only speak to preachers? Think about
it, please.
You pray, you ask, you are answered, and yet you would turn away the help at the door.
Why?
God hears you. I hear you. Prayers are answered, always! And they are always answered
in direct proportion to the heart intent with which they have been projected. KNOW IT!
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Why are evangelical preachers and those of evangelical understanding so arrogant as to
assume they know better than God? That they alone know the true from the false. I tell you
again: by their fruits you shall know them—every time.
There IS a great overshadowing by Lucifer and his ―fallen ones‖. But these beings are also
now coming up against a population that is awakening. Many know that Light shall prevail.
I did NOT say Lucifer—the ―great morning star‖—that HIS light shall prevail, for it shall not!
God has heard your prayers and He has responded directly. I have heard your prayers and
I am responding directly. DO NOT TURN AWAY THE HELP THAT IS OFFERED IN
RESPONSE TO YOUR ASKING, PLEASE.
Become as the child. Ask, in that open innocence of the child, that which you seek, and
then know within your heart and soul that you shall receive your answer. Do not expect the
answer to appear in a certain way, for it shall, invariably, appear in a different size, shape,
and manner than you expect.
Listen carefully, for you may hear your answer immediately. Pay attention!
Ask God for protection from Darkness. God’s Light will protect you from ANY evil or ANY
harm, but YOU must be diligent about your petition for ―shielding‖.
THAT WHICH HAS BEEN LONG HIDDEN, IN THIS PERIOD OF TIME SHALL BE
REVEALED. YOU SHALL BE GIVEN ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS WHICH HAVE
PLAGUED MANKIND FOR EONS. YOU SHALL BE GIVEN TO KNOW. KNOW THAT
YOU SHALL BE GIVEN TO KNOW!
You shall be visited by beings sent from God to assist your planet in the Transition. There
is NOTHING to fear from these beings. They are NOT ―fallen angels‖. These are God’s
Hosts, sent in response to your very prayers at this time. Welcome them. Do not fear them.
The aliens associated with your government will be sent to terrify you. But you shall be
given to know the difference—the true from the false. Remember: You shall know them by
their fruits. Look at them. How do they come across to you? Do they generate fear or
feelings of love and compassion? Are you elevated and enriched, or do you cower in terror
and fear?
Your feelings shall be a good measure upon which to base your discernment. How does
your heart feel in the presence of these beings? AGAIN: YOU SHALL BE GIVEN TO
KNOW.
The preachers, I repeat, have no corner on Truth. Indeed, they are misleading many
people. They, also, shall be given to know the true from the false, AND THERE SHALL BE
GREAT REGRETS AMONG THEM. SO BE IT.
I do not come to generate fear, or create anything other than to offer insight into that which
is to come upon you, soon.
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I come in Service to God. I and my Father are One. I am Esu Immanuel, now known
among my friends and associates as Sananda, which simply means ―One with God‖. It is a
station or level of achievement. It needn’t be such a mystery.
BE OF GOOD CHEER AND KNOW THAT ALL OF GOD’S CHILDREN ARE LOVED
BEYOND MEASURE. AND ALL OF GOD’S CHILDREN SHALL SEE MY FACE AND
KNOW THAT I SPEAK TRUTH.
Beloved, you are loved.
I am Esu Immanuel.

WISDOM OF THE RAYS:
The Masters Teach, Vol. I

400+ pages softcover
WISDOM OF THE RAYS:
The Masters Teach, Vol. II

500+ pages softcover
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THROUGH THE LIGHT SHALL ALL BE
By Hatonn (Christ Michael/Aton)
# 56 Jan 1, 2009
WED., OCT. 19, 1994 9:55 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 064

“SEEN” AND “HEARD”
Hatonn present within the Light which IS life! I am present to walk with you ones within that
wondrous LIGHT, seeking KNOWING and GOD Creator. We offer respect and reverence,
without fear, unto our Source that we might find ourselves within the Glory and Grace.
Readers, it is with sadness that we watch your endless searching and searching for some
―lost‖ peace, some ―lost‖ attachments to God Source—for God has not become lost or
misplaced but, rather, it is MAN who has wandered hither and yon seeking that which is of
the physical and ever moving farther in distance from what he perceives as God. Chaos
has removed the order which is God from your vision and experience. God has no time or
space but, in your sensed perceptions of expression, you have forgotten that for which you
endlessly and ceaselessly search. Further, as you search in all the wrong places, yea,
even the ―churches‖ called religions, you falter and find no total fulfillment. Why? Because
God is SPIRITUAL and cannot be projected AS MAN, for MAN IS IN THE SPIRITUAL
IMAGE OF GOD. You continue to effort to make God into the image of human. You see
and hear God EVERYWHERE—but you do not see a human expression of that Wondrous
Energy which Creates and Recreates.
COSMIC LINKS
The next inquiries of me are always regarding my ―home place‖. I have said I come BY
WAY OF Pleiades—I have not said my Creation is in or from any place called Pleiades or
otherwise. Spiritual IS and ―physical‖ is a result of the thought processes of Creator,
manifest. Until you can comprehend (or at the least, accept) this premise, there will be no
way to EXPLAIN or UNDERSTAND the universe or YOUR PLACE WITHIN IT.
I do not teach religion or doctrines. My sole purpose in the writings is to allow you insight
into that which IS in the TRUTH of our own presentations via THAT WONDROUS CREATOR/CREATION. Pleiades is simply a star constellation within your perceived universe—
not some magical place any more than your place is magical. If ―illusion‖ be ―but thought‖,
then both are assumed, therefore, to be illusion—for both are birthed in origination FROM
THE THOUGHT OF GOD! Mankind human wishes always to focus on that which is
―proven‖ in the physical sensed expression—while the rest of the universe, which is REAL,
is as easily PROVEN. Go forth and look at a mighty oak of 100 years—it came from a tiny
acorn regardless of what you WISH to believe. If you can comprehend THAT, why then
can you not comprehend that you come from the very DNA-structured blue print within the
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SEED of GOD?
The facts ARE that visible ―proving‖ is nothing, for MAGIC ―is‖ also and man physical can
be caused to see, hear and believe anything through his senses. It is ONLY through Spirit
that you KNOW. A set of parents of a beloved child look upon the child for that which
together they have ―created‖—their seeds co-mingled and presenting a singularly
individual reflection of themselves. When the child is honored, that reflection is glorious
indeed and the chests swell with recognition and parental pride. However, when the child
is ―bad‖, there is a wish to not reflect that parentage—at the least, to the world physical.
―What will people think (of us/me)?‖ is the response in each case. Well, good children,
what do you/we do to reflect that parentage of OURS? Do we reflect the goodness of God
Creator or do we bring shame upon our heritage?
We who claim ―Christ‖ness are ever efforting to move within the Light, Truth, Love and
Commandments of our ―Father/Mother‖ Creator. We have not misplaced nor lost HIM. He
has not moved from us. If we are not but manufactured clones of some other individual
DNA duplication—then we are of God and there is no way to avoid that association. In fact,
there is no way to separate the clone from the original creation—think about it.
You want to attach some spacey gobble-de-goop to the presence of brothers and a larger
brotherhood of MAN in existence. Ye CANNOT claim belief in the teachings of some Bible
or that of another—without recognizing the truth of our presence—in whatever form we
present. However, to fulfill that which is PROMISED, as presented through the writings, the
oral traditions, and the prophecies—THERE MUST BEETHERIC BEINGS. There always
have been and always SHALL BE—for GOD PRESENTS AS ETHERIC AND
OMNIPRESENT.
BUT WHAT OF PLEIADES?
The ―family of man‖ reflected in, existing, experiencing (call it that which you will), in some
of the life-fulfilling places within the constellation ofPleiades, are like you. You present with
senses, physical characteristics, and needs. God would always send that to which you can
relate best to teach, inform, guide, and show the way. Terror immobilizes—security and
comfort inspire (if you don’t become too physically secure and comfortable, causing ―lazy‖
fear of change).
We have often spoken of your connections with Pleiades and for a while we write about
these attachments for your brothers who are perceived to come from the ―stars‖. What you
actually have in confrontation is that there are COSMIC links—not little ―twinkle-toe star
fairies‖. Those brothers come at this time in evolvement, or experience, of planet Shan
(Earth) [―earth‖ is but a term for that substance of which you are formed in physical
compression/expression]. Those ―brothers‖, come forth now in this ―time‖ of evolvement,
are come that they might share, quite willingly, with you ones who are still grappling within
the dark corners of ―memory‖ of all that you were, are and shall become.
Your brothers from Pleiades have witnessed those of you who were and are unable to
determine truth or have been frightened when confronted with it. This serves no purpose
for terrestrial man nor for themselves. Most ―visitors‖ come from ―terra‖ just as you—only in
a different location and more advanced experience, technologically and spiritually. What is
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it that you fear? The unknown! Fear is removed when Truth in Knowing is present. All men
hold this truth within themselves and only need KNOW this to find it. A human has many,
many ways in which to deliver himself from all manners of ignorance—if he generates the
will to seek Truth and then does so.
Wisdom is the light and wherever the light flashes upward, there darkness and ignorance
instantly vanish. Ignorance is the essential darkness and can only be overcome by the light
of wisdom. Further, friends, wisdom is the mark of a human who has recognized the
existence of Spirit and works with and according to the Creation’s laws, for wisdom and the
Spirit are two factors which react as ONE, much in the same way as the Sun and light of
that Sun. Both give warmth and both give LIGHT. Wisdom is the mark of the existence of
the Spirit and disguises itself in the qualities of truth, knowledge, love, beauty, grace,
harmony and, always, peace.
Ones of Earth desire to remain bound to the passage of ―time‖, but you cannot actually
measure ―age‖ by that which you perceive as passing years. The ―human‖ may be very old,
as witnessed by the exterior perception, but this is only a passing state. A century ago this
same human was not old and a century from this present moment will not make him ―old‖.
Only the physical body can age in any manner what-so-ever, for the Spirit only renews and
GROWS in knowledge and experience. The Spirit remains forever young and is not
subjected to the appearance of age, for age is like youth and, as is every other experience,
it is only a passing state of being.
YOU WANT TO HOLD IT ALL
You of Earth-bound attachments dream and ponder and wonder about your brothers from
―out there somewhere‖ in space. You ponder about whether or not ―they‖ are actually ―out
there‖ and, if so, how can they reach through to you and how can you reach unto them.
You want ideas you can understand and yet there is no mysticism regarding these states
of actions and being, but only mystery. A mystery is no longer mysterious when the puzzle
is completed or instructions understood.
You desire to know about propulsion systems and physical elements of construction of
craft and be ever reminded of how it is where you came from so that you might be
remembering that which makes you lonely and home-sick. You wish to remember the
―whys‖ and ―hows‖ and you are impatient to move on, and yet you continually lock
yourselves into the cement of that which you have manufactured to shackle you to the
physical limitations.
I can speak in generalities of that which you consider ―physical‖ for your brothers move
about in a most physical manner, for the most part, having learned to overcome the
compression of thedimensions as they differ. We, of the etheric presence, move by the
projection of intent through thought, so I shall not go into that deeply in this writing. We
need to again speak of your connections with your kindred beyond your focus and limitations.
PROPULSION
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tion?‖ For physically traveling through cosmic space, a drive is necessary which surpasses
the speed of light by millions of times. But this propulsion can only come into action when
the speed of light has already been achieved. From there it must follow that a further drive
is necessary for regulating normal speed up to that of light. This means that a starcraft, or
―beamship‖ as referred to by such as the Pleiadians in their contacts, requires two drive
mechanisms. First there is the ―normal‖ which accelerates up to and through the speed of
light, thus producing the hyper-speed by which hyper-space is pierced and penetrated.
This is a space in which the mass seems to increase in relationship to the speed attained.
Thusly, distances of numerous light-years (in your perception and definition) are traversed
in a mere fraction of a second with no lag-time.
The actual ―time‖ required to make a journey, say, from Pleiades to Earth is in the
speeding up to light speed and the slowing down again at destination. Here we are of
necessity dealing with the ―physical‖ workings of photon propulsion. THAT is not enough to
allow for major distance travel in the PHYSICAL PLANE. So, advanced technology is
necessary and that means moving into transference THROUGH thought. In thought
transference there is no ―time‖ involved, for the only ―time‖ requirements possible are
expressed through the disassembly and reassembly ofparticulate matter. The actual time
of physical transference by craft is only that sequence of manifestation of energy into
matter recognized as holographic projection and mass formation (energy into mass).
I am not here to give you statistics and details of another’s transfer system—you have
enough to consider with your own overgrown technologies of power which, if unleashed,
will annihilate your very substance and being. It is certainly not in the best interests of the
―Cosmic Brotherhood‖ to give you hostile aliens (yes, you ARE—depending on your
individual perspective) the ability to penetrate the cosmic spaces. You have all you, and
we, can handle right on your orb and within your own solar system. To great extent,
however, many of the problems have been overcome by some of your Earth scientists.
Especially those you call Soviets have developed great technology in space ―flight‖ and
space exploration. Most all of you work through the influence of the very ―anti-Christ‖
elements to produce wars and do not use this wondrous knowledge to grow in Grace,
peace or within brotherhood based in balance, harmony and LOVE—which ISGod! In
sequence, you shall be given to solving the problems for selves, but that will come when
the sequence of GROWTH becomes apparent in safety for theuniversal order and
existence.
You have advanced thrust systems which could take you to nearby systems within the
Cosmos. These advanced systems, of course, do and will continue to function on the basis
of light pulses from light-emitting drives. Light-emitting drives work for normal propulsion
and move the craft within solar systems. It is necessary to accomplish greater distances for
the HUMAN FORM through other types of projection. We refer to this second drive
mechanism as a hyper-propulsion system which surpasses ―time‖ and ―space‖. We, in our
functioning system, neither recognize nor perceive ―time‖ nor ―space‖. Therefore it is a bit
difficult to describe such systems of transference in Earth terms, for all of your many
languages differ and so do the names given to such minerals utilized, such asmercury, for
instance, as well as the various programming crystals necessary for craft apparatus. We
refer to such as ―tacheons‖, which are generated and harnessed in both drive systems,
with only differing magnitude and attitude. All instances visibility is only established at
given frequencies of coalescence. Moreover, is most simple to form an energy barrier
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which blocks viewing of already established craft or cosmic bodies.
SHIP SHAPE(S)
The most aerodynamic ―shape‖ for skimming energy grid waves is circular in diameter, narrower in height dimension. This is why most craft, at least from a physically presenting system, will be ―saucer‖ in shape. Thought projection requires NO specific shape, but beware
of the observers likewise present. Do not think that you can have a major evolvement of a
planet or great civilization without observers capable of getting into your solar system. I do
not intend, here, to discuss this variety of ―visitors‖. Discs DO have a great advantage in
flight qualities. Once in motion, these craft ride a ―boundary layer‖ similar to the principle
applied to Mr. Tesla’s bladeless turbine/pump mechanism. The boundary layer, for brief
explanation, is the tiny distance, let us say, between a wing of an aircraft and the
atmosphere passing across the surface. There is a totally static area which is untouched
by the atmosphere itself to the surface—once in motion. Once in motion there is nothing
that CAN touch the skin surface of such a vehicle. The disc-like form, therefore, vouches
the least resistance and also offers the largest surface which rides the energy ―waves‖ and
enables the drive-systems to function most efficiently.
GRAVITY OF GRAVITY
You will please understand that I am trying to respond to inquiries about very physical
aspects of that which is least understood by the general population of your civilization.
These things are well recognized among your advanced scientific researchers. You now
have craft which work on these very principles. I am trying to integrate some manner of
connection between the REALITY of existence of you and my presence as well.
In an effort to make understandable a subject which is advanced of your educations is difficult at best and impossible in some instances. However, you ask—I respond. I do find this
subject a bit easier to discuss for there is something tangible with which to relate to your
―unknowing‖ status. Spirit itself is awfully hard to express in physical terms. A ―beamship‖,
as ―alien‖ craft are often called, is completely surrounded by a protection-beam-girdle
(excuse me, ladies). This allows every interference to simply glide away, without impacting.
The same occurs in the cosmos, which swarms with particulate. Therefore, the beamprotection screen functions to protect the ship against all influences and resistances, with
anything contacting the screen becoming moved aside or actually disintegrated within the
energy field utilizing the ―boundary layer‖ as mentioned above. All things which would
physically penetrate or would be ―resistance-offering‖ are simply diverted without evoking
pressures in any manner. Resistance must be eliminated to reach sufficient speeds for
distances of great span.
Removal of this protecting screen brings into play another very important effect, especially
to passengers and crew; the glide-away effect of the beam-protection screen diverts
thegravity and attractive forces, and the beamship in effect becomes a micro-planet which
can travel at near lightspeed through any atmosphere without risk. You have to understand
the magnetic-electric-density aspects which make up that which you call ―gravity‖ to utilize
this information. If you simply think gravity is something that causes things ―up‖ to fall
―down‖, you have a misperception at play. Everything is electro-magnetic energy of some
kind in your electric wave universe. Therefore something else must be at play such as
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atmospheric pressures, compression, expansion, DENSITY and attraction-repulsion. All of
these things CAN BE MANIPULATED but mostly, friends, you do not yet know how to do
this effectively. You have capability of manipulation and magnificent power thrust—but you
do not have knowledge of CONTROL or MANAGEMENT of such massive POWER.
Gravity of a planet does not influence a beamship; the passengers feel nothing abnormal
and there is no force levied against their beings. This is just as if they were on a home
planet where the balance is adjusted by natural selection and where the planetary gravity
is in accordance with their anatomical capabilities.
In the beamship itself the gravity, of course, is balanced to the passengers and is
completely controlled. When passengers on spacecraft from other worlds move in
atmospheres alien to them, or on hostile planets with unbearable gravity pressures and
great atmospheric compression, they must utilize controlled environment coverings, light
―aura‖ shields, and transportable instruments and apparatus to measure, maintain and
produce protection for the beings themselves.
These things will be, and some things already are, developed on your place, but Earth
human must develop behavior balance before all technical knowledge is allowed
perfection. Earth man always utilizes the wondrous inventions and higher scientific
knowledges, sooner or later, in detrimental ways. As you develop, the menace is ever
present of the Earth human exercising his technical knowledge, abilities, and inventions for
evil intent and power-control motives. This continues to happen over and over again, not
only with Earth humans, but with other humanoid beings on other worlds as well. As man
develops these techniques which will allow him into the outer cosmos, he will no longer be
allowed to continue this behavior without recourse. He will not be allowed to move from
planet to planet intending to capture and control. He will not be allowed to hold force
victory over another race.
READY FOR ―ALIENS‖?
Ready or not, the Elite Puppet-Masters are preparing you for the ―invasion from outer
space‖. There are manufactured armies and look-alike craft. In the ongoing effort to make
you unify UNDER THE FEAR of hostile aliens from ―out there‖ you will be presented with
more and more views of visions thrust upon you through the controlled media, press and
mass presentations. You ALREADY know about Operation Blue Beam and the intent of
bringing you into ONE WORLD RELIGION. Technology is present to pull off these
magnificent ―show-and-tells‖. On the other hand, co-workers from ―out there‖ are also available and must be respected for their ability to function hand-in-hand with theElite World
Controllers. They (those visitors) have already formed coalitions with your Elite would-be
kings.
The facts are, however, that in the very participation within a physical density with physical
intent of experience—the ability to ―create‖ is lost to these brethren and they become
basically physically landlocked. A humanity in trouble is surrounded by God’s troops as the
final days of ―showdown‖ near. This is why I tell you that your problems are not ―out there
somewhere‖—they are ALL now among you.
DANGER OUT THERE
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In cosmic ―space‖ many dangers of many proportions lurk where other cosmic inhabitants
are not helplessly exposed to attack by other races. There could follow deadly defeats for
the Earth humankind, and complete slavery, which could equal the falling back into the
primary existence. You run that same risk on your place but, as it is, it is more familiar. The
further serious consideration is that, in its physical state your planet could be destroyed for
there are inhumane and hostile races inhabiting planets in the cosmos as well as humane
and advanced races. Remember, this is an EXPERIENCE which is limited only by YOUR
CREATIVE ASSUMPTIONS. When Earth-man desires to take his barbarous thirst for
power, material possessions, and control into the cosmos, then he must count on his
complete destruction. In that instance no other creatures from other planets will be coming
to his assistance for he will be the aggressor and such behavior will not be tolerated. This
is according to the laws of cosmic behavior.
You must come to understand that your world is in transition and herein comes the
separation and sorting. Some will transcend the accepted dimension but many will be
sorted into other placements while the Earth itself heals and renews. As Earth man moves
into cosmic space, let it be known that there are other races who will not allow themselves
to be under attack, exploited, or forced into servitude, as is the usual behavior among the
nations of your Earth. They will defend themselves with power which will remain, for a very
long time, infinitely superior to all technical means of the Earth human. Where this is not
the case, those people may well be under the protection of other, more developed
intelligences whose techniques approach perfection.
Peace will be preserved and death and destruction will not come to universal order. This
must be realized by Earth human, for his SPIRITUAL WISDOM IS STILL POORLY
DEVELOPED AT BEST.
Earth man himself, must face, that he and his forefathers have brought all of mankind and
the Earth herself to the brink of ruin and, prior to this current time, has had to evacuate the
planet in panic and flight on numerous occasions—to return in a primitive state.

UNIFICATION
You, as a species, must unify. However, it is within the LIGHT under GOD and in balance
and harmony with others of the universe which will be necessary. The New World OrderGlobal One World Plan is the most destructive of all unifications upon your planet for it is
birthed in evil intent of control, greed, and intent to depopulate the planet itself, by any
means necessary for accomplishment. Brothers, you have come a long, long way.
Unfortunately the journey has become, for the most part, in the wrong direction, which is
AWAY from God and not TOWARD HIS PRESENCE. These actions have caught up with
you and you endure a time of chaos and unbalance which threatens your very destruction.
The prayer is that truth and knowledge can flow forth in time to make the necessary
changes to return you to sanity and right thinking.
Man must return to spiritual balance and come into Love within the highest definition. Ones
cannot clothe love into words, for love is the same as bliss and joy—a state without a place
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or limitation.
A spiritually developing person is a noble artist of precious spirit, filled with love, endowed
with knowledge, logic and above all,WISDOM IN REASON. His wisdom is an always present LIGHT, shining even into the depths of darkness. It is not as the light of day which can
be overcome by the darkness of night—it is ever present and surrounds all.

LIMITATIONS?
The only thing limiting the progress of the Earth human is the Earth human—himself. You
are limited by time and space perceptions and therein you differ greatly—for with the
brothers of the cosmos—there is only the immediate, the NOW. It is all you have also—but
you have forgotten.
To overcome this limitation you must begin to act in each moment as if it were unlimited
and as if space were infinite, which it IS. Whatever the perceptions of the moment, know
that it can be changed in the flickering of an eye if man but chooses to so do it—and,
moreover, the POSSIBILITIES are infinite.
In the journey through this glorious experience we must hold one thing in vision—TRUTH
IN GOD. There is a higher cause, a higher focus, a higher vision, and in reflection—a total
perfection of all things. If we walk in GRACE our achievements shall ultimately be in
perfection for it is through God’s Grace that we have allowance of being.
God has come forth in perfection and because HE IS, so shall we become! In that magnificent perfection so too are HIS promises fulfilled, as He sends the teachers and messengers that His TRUTH shall be KNOWN. I am but one of the messengers and I am
humble in service.
In LIGHT I dwell that I might ever know my SOURCE and ye must come into the
KNOWING of your own. I salute you who would travel this way for the time of HIS great
coming is nigh.
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Understand Who Are The Host Of God
By AA MIchael
# 57 Jan 9, 2009

1/12/03 - Archangel Michael
Thank you for asking; thank you for reminding; you are quite correct and well within your
authority to request identification of this communication.
Therefore, I am Michael, Archangel and leader of God’s Heavenly Host. I am Defender of
Truth and of the Throne of God. I am Defender and Advocate of Mankind on planet Earth. I
serve Creator of All That Is with great honor and respect, and my Sword of Justice draws
its power from the White Light of Creation.
In the coming days, you will begin to hear more frequently the term Heavenly Host.
Therefore, it would be a good time to examine this phrase so that you may understand just
exactly what this term means and the implications that are carried with it.
I have therefore instructed this receiver to engage in research in order to aid you ones in
understanding precisely what the term ―Heavenly Host‖ is all about.
***
From Abingdon’s expanded 1980 edition of Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance Of The
Bible, there are three Hebrew words used in the Old Testament that translate as Host.
Referring to the Lord God of Hosts or specific MILITARY situations, the most commonly
used words are:




Hebrew word tseba’ah: A mass of persons, especially or regularly organized for war
(an army), by implication, a campaign; literally or figuratively (especially hardship or
worship); appointed time + battle, company, host, service, soldiers, waiting upon,
war(fare). As in Genesis 2:1, 21:22, 21:32.
Hebrew word machaneh: Encampment (of travelers or troops), hence an army,
whether literally of soldiers, or figuratively of dancers, angels, cattle, locusts, stars,
or even the sacred courts; army, band, battle, camp, company, drove, host, tents. As
in Genesis 32:2 ―This is God’s Host.‖

Dealing with an army of men, there is:
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Hebrew word ehayil: Able, activity, army, band of men (soldiers), company, (great)
forces, goods, host, might, power, riches, strength, strong, substance, train,
valiant(ly), valor, virtuous(ly), war, worthy(ily). As in Ezekiel 14:4, 14:17.

***
What is the Heavenly Host? You ones tend to think of the Host of Heaven simply as
angels. However, if you will but do some simple homework, and research the word in your
biblical scriptures, you will find that the word Host is quite specific, and it is, beyond a
shadow of a doubt, a definite military term. This ―Host of Heaven‖ that you so often talk
about is none other than the ―army‖ or the ―military‖ of God. And I, Michael, lead this army.
Why is this so important? Why do we want to see this clarified?
We want you ones of Earth to have an understanding of who and what we are,
because it is becoming more apparent with each passing event that it may become
necessary for the Heavenly Host to intervene in the events of humankind on Earth,
as we have done on many occasions in times past.
Though man has dominion over the planet, man does NOT have the authority to cause the
destruction of the planet, nor to cause the demise or extinction of life on the planet. Having
dominion carries with it a strong responsibility, but it does NOT mean that you ones have
ultimate authority.
Let it be known, then, that there is none mightier, there is none with greater
strength—either in weaponry or in sheer numbers, or in terms of determination and
focus—than this Army of God.
But, do we have the technology that could counter those forces upon planet Earth
determined to accomplish their selfish goals at any cost?
Dear ones, we have technologies that you have not even dreamed of—technologies that
you would never even recognize. Many of our weapons are not of a physical nature, but
are far more potent than any of a physical nature could be.
If you ones think that the Host of Heaven is going to sit back and allow the childish
forces upon your planet to do unprecedented harm to Earth, then you ones need to
think it through again. As the leader of this Host, I am authorized to inform you ones
that your time of nonsense and bullish behavior has reached an end, and we shall
no longer sit back and allow the ongoing destruction to occur.
There has, until recently, been a ―hands-off‖ approach—a non-interference policy in effect.
However, those on your planet who are in league with the Dark Adversarial Forces have
been duly warned and counseled, and were given a specific timeframe in which to change
their ways.
When this did not occur, the non-interference, hands-off policy became null and void. We
have upheld our end of all agreements, and only expected the same from those ones on
your world who are acting in such an irresponsible and reprehensible manner.
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I, Michael, will from this point forward be taking a greater role in communications with
regard to events upon planet Earth.
It is most unfortunate that there are those upon your planet who are in league with, and in
service unto, the Dark Adversarial Energies, and these ones are in the game to usurp the
rights and powers of individuals. They have been seduced, and long ago cut their deals, in
order to gain power over the planet. They have believed the lies of the Darkness, and do
not recognize nor believe that these Dark Energies are only using them for their own
exploitation. It has gone on for so long that these ones are completely convinced it is within
their rights to be the ultimate controlling faction on Earth.
We have attempted—more times than you know—to negotiate with and to educate these
ones regarding the lies put forth by the Darkness. Unfortunately, we have not been
successful, and things have reached such a point of crisis that most likely they have left us
with no options but to step in and put an end to the madness, lest there be none who
would survive.
There will be no need for us to cause any destruction, as those Adversarial Forces will
cause their own demise. All we need to do is act as ―deflectors‖. But it will be so frightening
to them that they will be faint from fear and will turn upon one another. Just our presence,
with our sheer magnitude and numbers, will be enough to turn the tide.
Why are we disseminating this information at this time? Because, dear ones, you have
troops and ships of war on their way at this very hour.
And this is to reassure you, as well as to give warning to those ones who are calling
the shots. The war that your leaders are about to engage in has nothing to do with
protecting your nation’s borders, nor its people. The war has to do with the
acquisition of an extremely important, powerful artifact, and the personal vendetta
of a son.
Yes, chelas [students], it is beginning to get quite interesting, and you should know that
dawn is approaching—so see that you fear NOT the dark of night. Those who are faithful
servants of The Most High, and those who search with their hearts for a better world, are
getting ready to see the dawn of the New Day.
I am Michael. I leave you for this time with the knowledge that the Light is all about you and
quite visible if you will but step out of the darkness (your fears).
I leave you, for the moment, with all the Blessings and Light of Creator Source. Salu.
From www.wisdomoftherays.com
WISDOM OF THE RAYS:
The Masters Teach, Vol. I
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WISDOM OF THE RAYS:
The Masters Teach, Vol. II

500+ pages softcover
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"And The Walls Come Tumblin' Down" (& Satanic
Child Abuse)
By Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec / Nikola Tesla (& James Casbolt)
# 58 Feb 18, 2010

5/4/03 - Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec / Nikola Tesla
Good morning, and thank you, my dear friend, for taking time from other pressing duties to
provide this avenue for our signal to be stepped down in frequency and translated into
words. My, but don’t we sound ―scientific‖ in our language today?! No matter, for that is the
physics of the process, and we are, by nature and presence, of a scientific inclination.
I am Ceres Anthonious ―Toniose‖ Soltec, and with me in blended energy for this particular
message is the great scientific-humanitarian soul who some of you ones know and respect
as Nikola Tesla. We are present in the Radiant One Light of Creator Source, and we come
in Service to you, our brothers and sisters of Light.
For those of you newer readers who may be asking—yes, our messages are often of a
―blended‖ nature, with input, as needed, from many beings of the Higher Realms—some
you would recognize and some not. But on occasions when a message’s contributions are
from one or two dominant energies, their identification in your reference frame, if possible,
often allows for your better ―digestion‖ of the information being shared. And such is the
case at this time.
As geophysical overseer of this current Earth Transition Project, I, Soltec, would first like to
strongly suggest to all of you who appreciate these messages that you check the condition
of your emergency supplies. Replace those old water containers and the dead batteries in
your flashlights and radio, at the very least.
Your beautiful planetary being, Mother Earth, is moving into a time of experiencing greatly
intensified cleansing energies which are PARTLY responsible for causing—as a
mechanism of her rebalancing process—an increase in seismic activity, including areas
not generally known for such shaking.
I say ―partly responsible‖ because these cleansing energies, while Good News for the
health of Mother Earth, are Bad News for the dark entities struggling to maintain their
longtime covert control over all aspects of your planetary environment. As a result, they, in
turn, are redoubling their foolish, selfish, desperate use of poorly understood interdimensional technologies to attempt to nullify the incoming cleansing energies because
these energies have quite uncomfortable effects on them—a subject we have discussed in
many past messages.
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This ―tug-of-war‖ effort from the darkly motivated ones is like trying to protect a fragile
sandcastle, built at the edge of the ocean seashore, from the next powerful incoming hightide. It’s only a matter of a short time before the entire beachfront is washed and renewed
by the incoming waves.
But at this stage of the cleansing cycle, great efforts are always made to ―fight the system‖
by those who prefer the way things are now—and therein results a great deal of turmoil,
which originates in what could be called the etheric energy dimension (or higher-frequency
band), and then ripples down into the physical and adds its contribution to increased
seismic, volcanic, and meteorological disturbances.
Furthermore, you are witnessing an increase in what we have long termed ―natural disaster
warfare‖. That is, the directed employment of covert ―advanced‖ (to you) technologies to
induce geographically localized disturbances ranging from seismic, volcanic, and
meteorological anomalies (like earthquakes, tornados, intense lightning, and deluges), to
more subtle manipulations of what you could term a psychological nature (like apathy,
confusion, or agitation perhaps leading to riots). Such covert ―bombardments‖ are usually
directed to specific locations for political reasons of one kind or another.
The country of Turkey is a good recent example: First, Turkey refused the United States a
base from which to conduct the northern leg of the war on Iraq; then, Turkey experienced a
devastating earthquake, the intensity of which was at least a factor of ten stronger than
reported (which, along with other ―technical assistance‖ like was used to bring down your
World Trade Center towers, caused a high degree of damage to even newer, better-built
buildings); and then, there was generated widespread, often violent rioting of the citizenry
in affected areas—which the controlled media reported to you was in response to
governmental incompetence.
Note what happens: The Turkish government is effectively made to look inept on the world
stage, as well as made to deal with a very big mess that, in turn, causes a further heavy
drain of resources. All this to repay Turkey for opposing ―the great satan‖ (as many other
nations call your United States of America) in carrying out an unconscionable assault on
Iraq—an innocent people and a region rich in historical clues to man’s TRUE heritage on
planet Earth.
These tit-for-tat events of natural disaster warfare go on and on—usually between the
United States and Russia (as fronts for opposing factions of your so-called elite
controllers). And they do not simply end, as you may suppose, with the desired objective.
They have a cumulative ―domino effect‖ that in turn often triggers other events, elsewhere
on your planet, as she works to balance out such focused, unnatural energies at both
etheric and physical levels.
So, a strong word to the wise at this time would be to check your various emergency
provisions, just in case you happen to get caught in the crossfire of one of these ―snowball
fights‖ representing many levels of ongoing lessons, most of which are having to be
learned the hard way!
[Editor’s Note: Readers may be interested to know that this message was penned only
about a day before the start of an astonishing wave of peculiar and devastating storm
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activities that continues as of the writing of this editor's note, seven days later. The
southeast United States is still under relentless “attack”, while other violent and equally
peculiar storm cells (even termed so by the meteorologists quoted on major media outlets)
have devastated many areas of the Midwest, and even appeared all the way over in
Denver, causing much damage there.
Some of you may be aware how these “natural disaster warfare” storms often
“coincidentally” occur in areas where secret, often underground technical facilities exist—
facilities sometimes revealed to the observant due to a history of unusual happenings
nearby, like the fried dead birds falling from the sky on a clear day recently in one location
of the southeast United States.
Besides the usual structural damage, nearly a hundred deaths (so far reported), many
thousands of injuries, and hundreds of thousands of people now homeless, who were
caught in these terrible events, there has been extensive agricultural (food supply) damage
inflicted all the way to the West Coast. The West Coast weather has been off the media
radar screens due to the violence (ratings pizzazz) of these other storms. There, however,
mounting food-crop damage is primarily due to unusually prolonged overcast, rainy, and
cold conditions that have kept the ground soggy and temperatures in some growing
areas—get this—consistently 20º-30º below normal for this time of year!]
We would further call your attention to a recent message from the Hopi nation [click here]
which wisely urges not just basic physical preparations, but additional kinds of preparation
at the mental and spiritual levels consistent with many of our past messages from the
Higher Realms.
You see, with great nurturing compassion, and at painful personal expense, Mother Earth
has been dedicated to providing a wonderfully interactive schoolroom environment. And
that holds not just for those students who you can see, but also for many you can’t, who
you may not even realize are participating in the lessons underway.
And it’s that matter—of unseen participants in the unfolding drama—which takes us into
our next topic of discussion. Though such occurrences are not within the direct field of
perception of most of you at this time, many of you are (or will be) nonetheless FEELING
THE EFFECTS of what we wish to discuss.
Let us first take a brief aside here to describe a matter that, while it relates to our message,
always perplexes our scribe when it happens—until the ―pieces of the puzzle‖ later come
together in clarity.
What happened is, starting a day or so before penning this message, our scribe ―heard‖—
like a radio playing in the background of one’s thoughts—your old American spiritual tune
called ―Joshua Fit [Led] The Battle Of Jericho‖ which is also the first line of the tune’s lyrics.
The second line, completing the stanza of musical thought, goes: “And the walls come
tumblin’ down.”
Now—consider the main ideas we discussed earlier, and recall that, in the biblical story,
Joshua’s group brought the walls of the city of Jericho down with a ritual procedure
(focusing of mind and etheric energies) that culminated in the blowing of horns
(mixing mental/etheric energies onto a “carrier wave” of sound vibration).
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In other words, an “interdimensional” technique or technology was employed to
reduce an area of massive stone walls (symbolically a confining, controlling
structure) to rubble. And that second line of the song stanza will turn out to have a
central bearing on our discussion—as we continue where we left off before pausing
to describe the kind of musical communication that often “haunts” our scribe. So let
us continue.
Recently, this scribe was asked to provide some clarification to a series of emotionally
charged intuitive visions that were being experienced by a friend. This friend—who we
shall simply refer to as ―Kay‖—is a spiritual healer, author, Crop Circle investigator, and
trance channel with strong Native American leadership roots. Her most challenging
personal accomplishment (and subject of one of her powerful books) was the
successful escape from (and ongoing healing from) an early life of entrapment
within the hidden corridors of interdimensional ritual abuse by ones affiliated with
your highest-level secret government, your so-called Illuminati.
These dark (of soul), contrary ones are always looking to identify and utilize the
psychic (interdimensional) talents of ones so gifted as Kay, and it is always a matter
of great rejoicing when a beautiful and compassionate soul such as this one breaks
free from that hold of darkness. Substantial spiritual lessons are learned for all
involved in the cycle of such experiences into enslavement and back to personal
freedom.
Among other recurring emotional visions observed by this strong yet gentle soul,
Kay said she would “see” a human strapped in a chair-like apparatus that had a
headpiece—a machine that looked like a cross between an “electric chair” for
executions and a “hair drying” chair in a ladies’ beauty salon. Kay said she was
given to understand that this apparatus was amplifying and broadcasting the
thoughts of the one in the chair.
The location was vague, but seemed like it could be somewhere underground. She
saw many such people strapped in such chairs. The scene was much the same as
what several courageous authors have shared about secret operations like your
Montauk Project.
The one placed in the chair is chosen for outstanding mental abilities—though
kidnapped is a more accurate operational term. After being located and identified as
a gifted candidate, the person is first programmed, through a series of torturous
experiences, to express intense emotions of fear. Once these frequencies of fear
have been cultivated and fine-tuned to an exceptionally high level, then the person
graduates to placement in the chair—where, together, they operate as a high-power
“broadcasting station” sending pure fear into your planet’s etheric atmosphere.
This has long been a practical method utilized by ones associated with your secret
government to counteract the upward movement of your planetary frequency. As we
have many times explained, fear acts like a poison that depresses and “jangles” the
frequency spectrum of the etheric energy atmosphere in which you are immersed
and with which you interact continuously. The large-scale injection of pure fear into
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your planet’s etheric atmosphere, from many such secret broadcasting sources,
acts like a layer of dank fog to block an otherwise sunny day.
What Kay has been concluding from her recent visions—that prompted her to call our
scribe for clarification—was actually a matter of great rejoicing. She related observing: (1)
the falling apart into piles of rubble—like those walls of Jericho—of these etheric
broadcasting stations as well as other interdimensional contraptions she thought to
be part of the world control structure, (2) the release of anguished humans trapped
in support capacities like the people in the chairs, and (3) the anger and desperation
coming from dark ones associated with these kinds of etheric projects as they
watch their equipment fall apart before their eyes—despite expending their best
mental efforts to “hold” it all together—and thus realize that, in the Larger Picture,
their remaining time of control over you ones is quite short. High tide is coming in!
Our scribe offered the opinion to Kay that what she was seeing was indeed quite
real, and what was happening was as technically straightforward (though at an
etheric level) as what happens to an overcast morning when the day’s strong
sunlight gradually burns away (evaporates) the fog.
Another analogy shared was that of winter snowflake or ice crystals ―collapsing‖ (melting)
into liquid as the days grow warmer with movement into springtime. This analogy was
especially satisfying to Kay since her visions showed the machines literally falling apart
and disintegrating—a lot like the way sculptures in snow or ice do once the air temperature
rises enough above freezing. What she saw disintegrating were the actual energy patterns
which the dark beings utilize (in mental and etheric space) to literally construct such
interdimensional machinery as the mind-amplifying chair apparatus. (Some of you may be
familiar with the way Tesla created and ―tinkered with‖ his inventions in a similar way
before producing a final product for use in your physical domain.)
Consider that such interdimensional machinery is formed, from a mental image, in the
etheric equivalent of snow or ice. So long as the creation remains in ―cold temperatures‖,
its solidity remains stable and it remains functioning.
But what happens if the “temperature” starts to rise faster than one can cool down
the local atmosphere? Then the “molecular bonds” holding the etheric construct
together begin to break and the machinery disintegrates—similar to what would
happen in your physical domain if you took, say, a cell-phone from your pocket and
tossed it onto a fire.
Can you imagine the predicament this puts these dark energies in? Their vast
structures of control are literally “melting” due to the influx of high-frequency
energies showering your planet at this time! (Now consider the second line of that
musical stanza: “And the walls come tumblin’ down.”)
Moreover, you can appreciate why these visions were so emotionally charged for Kay, for
she had broken free from such diabolical entrapment and now frequently helps others do
so, too. Such actions have been a matter of great elation for her to behold!
We wish to call such a seemingly strange matter as Kay’s visions to your attention
because—as we mentioned earlier—though the majority of you are not directly attuned to
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the perception of such ―housecleaning‖ activities going on in other-dimensional realities
coupled with your own, you are nonetheless FEELING their effects in subtle ways. Walking
you through an experience such as Kay’s may help you to better comprehend the vast
extent of the Earth Transition Project in progress at this time that we call the Great
Awakening and the Great Cleansing.
The sophisticated nature of the entrapment and control that has prevailed on your
world for a long time extends well beyond that which is visible to physical eyes or
can be understood in physical terms like handcuffs or jails. Your Founding Fathers
were given to understand (more accurately: to remember, from past experiences) the
nature of these invisible kinds of slavery which would arrive at your doorstep as the young
United States grew. And it was this inner understanding upon which they drew in
fashioning the powerful concepts that coalesced into the blueprint for a Nation of Freedom
that is reflected in their Inspired documents like your Declaration Of Independence.
If these Divinely Guided Principles had been diligently adhered to, rather than allowed to
slowly erode over time, you ones would not now be in such a condition of slavery as you
must now surmount if you truly desire Freedom.
You see, your minds hold deep “patterns of slavery”, many of which originate from
relentless etheric-to-physical “broadcasts” of the dark controllers, your spiritual
testers. Thus, even though their “walls” are falling down (as Kay accurately
perceives in her visions), in many of your minds those “walls” still remain real, as
habitual patterns of limiting thought, and these thoughts effectively keep you
corralled.
So, it is this longtime “conditioning” that you must yet strive to overcome to achieve
Freedom. Old patterns of thought energy are more responsible for keeping you
enslaved at this time of the Great Awakening and Great Cleansing than are the
seemingly “outside” forces you are inclined to point to as being at fault.
With that in mind, you could regard our message this month as a ―scientific extension‖ of
Germain’s message on Freedom [click to view] last month.
Contemporary with the days when Nikola Tesla was upon your place (creating that which
could have liberated you from many forms of imposed slavery), your renowned psychic
Edgar Cayce often said “mind is the builder”. And nowhere is that axiom more important
than in the building, in physical reality, of that which you call a State of Freedom.
As Germain explained last month, your Founding Fathers were striving to fashion easily
applied ideals of Freedom that would ―automatically‖ predispose the powers of your
collective minds to not only repel the kinds of other-dimensional-based entrapments like
we have discussed herein, but also build a strong etheric energy pattern (foundation) for
the manifestation of true Freedom in your physical domain. In other words, powerful
―alchemical‖ or higher-dimensional underpinnings govern the ideals your Founding Fathers
fashioned into deceptively simple concepts to facilitate your ability to create a
multidimensional atmosphere of Freedom.
But look how far those great ideals of Freedom have been allowed to erode since those
tumultuous days of only a few hundred years ago! Look how far you have allowed such a
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precious, God-given birthright to deteriorate just since your contrived events of September
11, 2001!
Consider this, especially you more technically focused readers: Ones on your world are
constantly asking us for help with the development of such liberating technologies as freeenergy devices. But how would we of the Higher Realms be helping you by granting
such requests when what we would actually be doing is helping to birth a “baby”
into a largely lazy and uninformed culture wherein it will just as quickly be taken
away from you as have so many other aspects of Freedom?
WHAT HAPPENED WHEN TESLA GIFTED YOU WITH JUST SUCH TECHNOLOGY A
HUNDRED YEARS AGO?! WHERE IS IT NOW? WHY? WHAT DO YOU NEED TO FIX
BEFORE BEING READY TO RECEIVE IT AGAIN?
You see, how can you realistically expect to safeguard such technologies ―for the people‖
when you’ve collectively allowed the thieves such complete reign within your house? Until
you first ―prepare the way‖—through a fundamental housecleaning that repels the
thieves—you can no more hold onto free-energy devices than you can to any other
representations of a responsibly free society. We, especially Tesla, could say much more
on this subject, and perhaps we will at a later time.
For now, we leave you with the thought that this message has been written in the early
hours of the 33rd (for you students of Illuminati symbolism) anniversary of a tragic lesson
for a ―free‖ nation—a nation at that time far more blissfully ignorant than now about the
extent to which you have lost your fundamental freedoms.
It was this day in 1970 when national guardsmen, called to Kent State University in Ohio to
―control‖ a student Vietnam anti-war demonstration, opened fire, killing four students and
wounding nine. As a moving assemblage of conscience turned to horror, a modern
awakening began the hard way—an event which your Founding Fathers were all too
familiar with.
Many of those who lost their lives in that so-called [Vietnam]* war are back again,
participating with renewed vigor in the vast worldwide marches of awakening that you have
witnessed in recent months concerning Iraq. And this time the groundswell of conscience
energy, like Joshua’s group blowing their horns, is enough to make your Founding Fathers
smile—as currents are set into motion which can amplify desires where ―the walls come
tumblin’ down‖.
*[Ron: In Vietnam the war is RIGHTLY called THE AMERICAN WAR!].
Yes, be aware that Mother Earth is herself taking action to shake down many kinds of
walls. And as well are people of conscience coming together with one voice to bring down
the walls that fence-in Freedom.
WHAT SONG STRIVES TO SING FREELY FROM THE DEPTHS OF YOUR SOUL?
WHAT’S HOLDING YOU BACK?
We are Ceres Anthonious ―Toniose‖ Soltec and Nikola Tesla, at the end of our present
lesson on the ―science‖ of Freedom. We leave you with the Light of KNOWING that the
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God-spark within each of us is Infinite, and therein resides the path to Freedom you seek.
May you walk Thoughtfully upon that path. Salu.
http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/03-5-4.html
[Ron: colour font and some bolding added]
************************
Ron: In effect humanity is iin a global psycho-spiritual (etheric?) war with psychologists and
psychiatrists covertly shaping both the propaganda (see eg Edward Bernays:The Creation
of Constantly Moving Happiness Machines http://abundanthope.net/pages/Ron_71/Edward_Bernays_the_Creation_of_Constantl
y_Moving_H_4062.shtml ) and the mind altering programs (originally initiated within the
US education system by Wilhelm Wundt's disciples in the 19th Century, see Dumbing
Down US Education: Part II – Wundtian Psychology & Rockefeller Finance http://abundanthope.net/pages/Ron_71/Dumbing_Down_US_Education_Part_II_Wun
dtian_Psychol_3877.shtml ) and chemical drugging and other physical and covert
psychic abuse of humanity and robotoids. This war is primarily fought with ideas and
feelings which are designed to shape, limit and if possible eliminate higher human
consciousness.
To illustrate the point I suggest those interested (who have the stomach for unpleasant
truth telling) have a look at the 1 hour 9 minute video `Bases 4 Part 1 James Casbolt. &
Matt Todd' see: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CJ1YIb0HWQ
The youtube poster says: "So far this remains the only main interview with James. We
wish Project Camelot good luck in their attempts to get Barry King and Casbolt interviews.
This complete part will only be made available for a short time. High quality DIVX version
can be downloaded from undergroundvideouk website soon
James is joined with even more supporting comment from Matt Todd of etherialchemy.com
Casbolt greatly expands on Barry King's statements about the terrible programmes
claimed to be going on in the UK Bases at Peasemore, under RAF Welford in Berkshire.
MILABs Mind Control numerous population control projects, all done in conjunction with
the Greys. Casbolt claims that children as young as five are murdered, so the remaining
kids are shocked into Mind controlable state.
This tactic was used by the Spartans.
The contents of this interview is SEVERE, and the use of The Violet Flame for protection is
recommended. "....{bcc'd x100}....b.}"
I found the most distasteful revelations occurred from about 50 minutes onward. This
information tallies with the satanic abuse of children and others referred to by Hatonn in
the PJs. I felt that James Casbolt was telling it like he understands it. I suspect that what
he says he has NOT been programmed to say but rather, now that he is over 30 years of
age, he is getting some degree of conscious RECALL of what actually happened to him.
He says this situation occurs for many mind controlled people once they reach about 30
years of age. That would fit with other revelations to the effect that, for instance, mind
controlled sex slaves tend to be sacrificed at about age 30.
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Fortunately Casbolt's references to various negative Greys and other possible ET's are no
longer relevant in that CM has indicated that all negative Greys have been removed from
Urantia.
Given Soltec's explanation of the effects of the divine physics involved in raising the
consciousness of Gaia and humanity we can rest assured that humans who want to rise
above the mind control antics of the current global matrix controllers will do so, and soon.
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Spiritual Bill of Rights
By Candace
# 59 Jul 18, 2010
Hi Everyone, there is one part in error in this. And that is #8 about the right to make a free
will choice to leave an incarnation when the body is terminally ill or damaged. This would
for most require euthanasia on this plane and is a no-no. We are to strive until we do die,
but also we do NOT have to engage in bad medical processes that artificially prolong life,
we have the right to refuse terrible chemotherapy and the like. All experiences in life
should consciously be considered and lived thru, including the process of death. For the
person doing the euthanasia, that is murder and on low life planets like this it can and will
be abused. To the person seeking it, it is suicide which is self murder.
Spiritual Bill of Rights
This is a great message from Germain on the Spiritual Bill of Rights, which he says if
applied, would transform our world. It is an old message through Isaac George. The
website is now shut. Tony (Candace: thanks to tony for providing this gem!)
*****
Spiritual Bill of Rights - St Germain through Isaac George - January 16, 2002.
With great blessings of a joyous New Year do I, St. Germain, greet you in Spirit.
I Am the Presence of Our Spirit, and I Am indeed grateful for the opportunity to share with
you regarding the nature of Sovereignty, and the Ultimate Truth beyond all forms.
Even as you see the world trembling in fear at so many discordant manifestations, there is
still that Hope - that Victory that is attainable by all. That is attainable by all. Therefore, be
not disheartened by the appearances, especially the appearance of limitation regarding
your personal and collective freedoms and rights. Certainly the Truth shall prevail, and it is
up to each of you, and us, to be vigilant and in deep understanding and compassion
regarding the prevailing clamor for "security."
At the end of the 18th Century and in the beginnings of the 19th, great revolutions engulfed
the Western world. These movements were bred by the oppressive behaviors of the
monarchs in Europe that ruled by "divine right of kings."
In just a short span of 30 years, two of the most powerful of these, England and France,
had been rebuffed or deposed. During that time, and under the direction of Spirit, I
attempted to influence particular individuals and groups with the concepts of democracy
and representative self-rule. This concept was derived from what is known as the Universal
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Law of Divine Sovereignty. This law is written in the hearts of all beings, and is always the
intense yearning that is experienced whenever oppression and injustice is holding sway.
Now certain beings sometimes come under the mistaken influence that they have a bit
more sovereignty and a few more rights than other beings. When this distortion occurs,
they begin to learn how to manipulate others in order to gain a semblance of control. This
is based entirely on the illusion of need and a belief in "spiritual significance."
Simply stated, spiritual significance means "I have access to God (or special powers, or
special knowledge) and you do not." The first attempts are always a gentle persuasion or a
form of lobbying to inform others of the special qualifications that one has to lead others
and give orders. If others resist attempts at this friendly coercion, then the next step is to
force their will upon those who disagree, by any means available - usually through threats
and intimidation.
This intimidation usually takes the form of making something or someone else the
"enemy." Then this [first] being is seen as the solution and/or protector. Actually, he/she is
neither.
The biggest and most compelling argument by these beings for surrendering rights and
freedoms is the perceived need for security. When a society and its individuals believe that
security is based on strength of arms, or limited movement, or limited information, or
special powers, then through the magnetic Law of Attraction, all that seeks to demonstrate
chaos and insecurity is called forth. This, of course, leads into a vicious cycle of more
security and a corresponding loss of more liberty, followed by more erosion and chaos,
followed by more draconian acts, etc., etc. Well, you get the picture, do you not?
By contrast, a truly open and peaceful, freedom-loving society or civilization that practices
the principles of honoring the sovereignty (right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness)
of all beings, then attracts only that which affirms openness and freedom.
The reflection of the Divine Law of Sovereignty appears in some of your more cherished
documents, such as the Magna Carta, the American Bill of Rights, and the United Nations'
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Some private organizations such as your Amnesty
International also have as their stated mission the Divine Right of Life to exist and [they
seek] to alter circumstances so that all beings are given an equal voice.
In this part of the timeline on Planet Earth, so many are intimidated and fearful that any
limitation of personal freedoms in exchange for the illusion of security is tolerated. It is the
intention of the All That Is that all beings remember that they are already protected under
Divine Law and have inalienable rights accorded to everyone.
You who are reading this recognize the greater Truth, and know that you are Eternal and
Everlasting, and that the ultimate security is to be and act without fear. This is the basis for
true democracy, or a spiritualized society or civilization that agrees on the basic premise
that there is a Spiritual Bill of Rights that all imperfect forms of government attempt to
emulate. And these Rights are unchanging and Eternal.
The first of these Rights was reflected in the Preamble of the Constitution of the United
States of America, especially the parts regarding "certain inalienable rights" and "the right
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to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." Another one was inspired to be said through
another: "All men, and women, for that matter, are created equal." So the Spiritual Bill of
Rights can be summed as follows:
1. All Beings are created equal and possess the same qualities, attributes, and desire for
Unity and Freedom as their Creator.
2. All Beings are granted full freedom of Divine Expression, Divine Voice, Divine
Movement, and Divine Activity as their Spirit directs them, without the interference,
manipulation, or judgment by another Being.
3. All Beings are entitled to all resources that are required to maintain Life in Physicality
without respect to the nature and substance of their physical embodiment, their personal
beliefs, or their behaviors and actions. The mere fact that one is alive confers respect,
love, and honor.
4. All Expressions of the Creator are living Beings, whether animal, mineral, or Pure
Energy, and are accorded the rights previously stated. This includes Planets and all
Celestial Forms.
5. All Beings may disagree with any other Beings without fear of intimidation, retribution,
imprisonment, torture, or death.
6. All Beings have an Eternal Passport to Creation. No expiration date and no travel
restrictions.
7. All Beings recognize that all forms of legal governance are imperfect and temporary, and
that the ultimate Divine Authority resides within each individual. No temporal authority has
rights or laws greater than the One Truth and Reality that is inherent in each representative
of the Supreme Individuation of the One Life and Power, henceforth referred to as God,
Spirit, All That Is, I AM THAT I AM.
8. All Beings have a right to consciously and mindfully terminate their physical
experience if it no longer serves their Evolution, or if their physical vehicle is
damaged or diseased beyond repair.
9. All Beings have the right to joy, play, laughter and Love. It is the only purpose for Life.
These nine Rights are simple, and if applied would transform your world. Every expression
of humanity to feel free and unfettered comes from these Laws that are written in all of our
Hearts. They guarantee our mutually security, our mutual benefit, our mutual desire for
peace and happiness.
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It will take some more time, patience, and compassion for the full awakening within the
breast of humanity. And be ever mindful as those in fear attempt to use fear as a weapon
to appropriate ever more control and power. Know that you are given even more of an
opportunity to stand tall and to demonstrate your spirituality through enlightened politics
and a steady voice. When you center into your I Am Presence, the Voice of Truth will
resonate forth from you like a silvered trumpet, clear and commanding, and the souls
around you will pause and remember the Law in their Heart of Hearts. Just sing forth your
song, and the walls of fear will shatter and fall into dust!
Be of good courage and joyous, for as was said before, when you see times that trouble
you, know that the hour of salvation and victory is close. Know that the Victory is ours and
cannot be forestalled or prevented.
This I, St. Germain, declare as my I AM PRESENCE to your I AM. And so it is!
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God Said: HEAVEN #3563 Illusions
By God
# 60 Aug 27, 2010

God is always bringing us closer to Him.
HEAVEN #3563 Illusions, August 27, 2010
God said:
What is it that makes your heart ache so? How do you account for it? How can a heart be
so happy one day and not so happy the next? What cruel joke do you play on yourself?
You are the whole story. Your story, no matter how it may seem, is dependent upon you
and no other. You can only become disillusioned by illusions you carry. Who chooses to
illusion yourself if not you? Do you really need illusions so wholeheartedly?
By and large, your illusions boil down to that you are dependent upon something other
than yourself for your share of happiness or, by the same token, the obliteration of your
designated happiness. You perhaps carry illusion in order to become disillusioned of it.
That you are dependent upon others for your well-being is an illusion that will fall by the
wayside. It has to because it is an illusion. It is an illusion by the very fact that it lacks truth.
It is not Truth that disillusions you. You can not be disillusioned of Truth. You can only be
disillusioned of illusion.
Of course, you can make yourself dependent upon others, yet the life of your heart does
not depend upon others. It depends upon you. You make yourself happy or unhappy. Be
not unhappy because untruth fades away. You have long learned that because you want
something a certain way does not make it so. The world as you know it does not always
yield you your dreams, or, if it does, it doesn't always let you keep them.
What this means is that you are the captain of your own ship. This is the inevitability of life
in the world. You are your own consort. Perceived otherness in the world does not always
bring you your cup of tea, that which you like to perceive as your cup of tea and which may
not be. You may be finished with that cup of tea.
You may believe that your happiness is dependent upon this or that, and yet your
happiness is dependent upon you. You are responsible for your state of happiness. No one
else is. You made your decisions. You are the one who decided that your happiness
depended upon something that it does not.
No one outside you is capable of being responsible for your happiness. This is a Grand
Illusion. It may seem so, and yet it is not so.
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This is a good thing. You don't really want your happiness to be dependent upon what
wafts in or out of your life.
Come, establish yourself in Being.
Life is you and I as One. You are sufficient unto yourself.
You can bend down and smell the sweetness of an iris. So sweet. You can even pick the
iris and put it in water in a vase on your mantel. You can love it. You can adore it. You can
love it all you want. Nevertheless, the sweetness of the beautiful iris is here today and
gone tomorrow. It gives you its essence while it can, and then it can't any longer. The iris
did not let you down. You know better than to assume that your happiness is dependent
upon how long the iris offers itself to you in its splendid moments of full beauty. You aren't
despondent because an iris gives you all it can while it can. You are glad for its gifts. You
know better than to blame a beautiful iris later for not sustaining your happiness. You never
told yourself it could.

Permanent Link: http://www.heavenletters.org/illusions.html
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GOD NEEDS ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS
By Esu Sanada Immanuel
# 61 Nov 16, 2010

ESU IMMANUEL SANANDA

Peace, Thomas, Sananda present in Radiance.
We are most busy aboard our craft these days for your world is in a tangled web of
darkness brought forth by the Elite controllers who mean to bring your world and all in it
under full and total control. It is all but done. Ah yes, God wins, beloved ones of faith, but
do not put limits upon the manner in which the winning takes place.

God's Plan is Grand indeed, filled with Radiance for all who would walk the path of
righteousness unto the very end--it is thine heart intent which is measured in these
Kingdoms, beloved. Your world is a seething mass, close to total destruction--we are
fulfilling the mission which was commissioned of us, to bring The WORD of Truth unto the
four corners of the world so that man may make his choices about his own divinity-- and it
is so--The WORD of God has and is pouring forth to inform all who will listen of the way it
is and the way it has been. Put not your Truth aside to turn unto the density that is
physical--lift thineself up to the Radiance that surrounds thee this and every day--the Light
is that which ye seek and therein ye shall find God.

Be about the business of tending matters which need tending for the hour does indeed
grow most critical. How many of you who live in large metropolitan areas have more than 2
or 3 days food in your dwelling? And what if I were to tell thee that 2 or 3 months would be
insufficient? Do you think it brings me joy to tell of these possibilities? Do you think that
Hatonn enjoys telling of the evil plans in store for thee? Nay, we would much rather speak
of the glorious things of that which is thine very spiritual essence of soul evolvement into
Radiance--but we are commissioned to tell of the other, for it is how your world has arrived
to where it is today--ye have not been given to know the plans, the secrecies, the laws
which have been passed to implement Control of your very Being--we are duty bound to
inform thee of service.
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We come not to overthrow or do anything other than bring the TRUTH that ye may KNOW
the true from the false--then we may speak of these spiritual matters for which ye long and
which, in truth, is all that is of importance.

Seek not to withdraw thine involvement in this world, beloved ones--for God needs active
participants--ye have come to be on that place at this time for a reason, and indeed each
soul purpose is unique unto itself. Be of courageous spirit--measure thine deeds with the
yardstick of wisdom, act not in haste but do act-- participate creatively with each day which
is gifted unto thee--In LIGHT, In Radiance and Truth--with God's Direction, ye shall be
given to KNOW what which is to be accomplished in a given day--ye have a day before
thee. What will ye do with it? How will this day be any different than yesterday? Will today's
work make a difference in the evolution of a planet? Does it matter?

Ye are given the gift of life itself. Ye are fragments of the Lighted God/ATON, and ye can
create--what will ye create and will it be worthy as a gift unto mankind and his posterity, or
will thine creations be only for self which shall gather dust and crumble? Think on these
things, beloved ones. Thine Father awaits thine decisions and thine actions. Be of good
cheer and unwavering faith for I Am as near as thine Breath! Stay the course and hold
mine hand in thine hour of tribulation and I shall see thee through--but I shall not, nor will
God, Do it for thee--we show the way--YOU do the work.

I Am Sananda I Come in Radiance and

Service unto God of Light/ATON. Who might you be? In whose service are you? Are you
sure?
Ask of LIGHT and the Door shall be opened, First ye must ask! God Awaits. Salu
________________________________________________

Resource: CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT, November 16, 1993, Volume 3, Number
8. http://www.phoenixarchives.com/contact/1993/1193/111693.pdf

http://www.fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/spiritual/specific_channelings/sananda/news.php
?q=1289841586
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